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As we cross the bridge to a new phase of our lives, we pause to look down at the water below us. Each of us sees a different reflection. Some of us see images of the past: old friendships, special moments, our younger years. Others see prospects of the future -- college and various career ambitions.

Row 1 Left to Right:
A rose between two thorns;
Fooling around with friends;
Throwing the discus.

Row 2: Left to Right:
Ready to receive the pitcher's throw;
Dancing the night away at the Junior Prom.
Yet in the center of these reflections, we all see B.R.R.H.S. After four years of working together, we have forgotten the exact moment where Bridgewater and Raynham became one in the classroom and on the playing field. Fond memories of the Prom, football games, pep rallies, and other activities flood our minds.

As we hear the distant voices of those who were a part of our high school years, we find the courage to look up and continue to cross over the bridge.

ROW1 Left to Right:
How about those MacDonald's lobster rolls?
Relaxing after the rigors of math class.

ROW 2 Left to Right:
A typical scene at Emily's snack bar;
At our lockers: "Who borrowed my English book?"
Mr. Peabody surrounded by The Magnificent Seven.
As we reflect on our younger years, they seem so innocent now. Our social life revolved around Friday night dances. We anxiously worried about graduating from eighth grade. Those were the days when our “groups” changed.
minute to minute, but we still kept special bonds with our closest friends. We remember arguing about what groups we were going to be in on our field trip and scurrying to get the back seat of the bus to be cool for the day. The tug-of-war during the field day always decided the school champion. The memories of how little we were while we played as the Raynham Giants and the Bridgewater Badgers are clear in our minds.

As we grow and change, the memories of our youth will always be with us. Our younger years put us where we are today.
When we reflect on the meaning of friendship, we realize a friend is much more than a pal. A friend is someone who stands beside you when times are tough, someone who believes in you and works to help you achieve all you can.

The friendships formed in high school are the ones we will never forget. From Freshman year through Senior year, friends grew together creating memories that will last a lifetime. We’ll never forget the times we laughed

Top Left: Friends studying together: Kathy Tatro, Beth Phaneuf, Beth Richards.

Top Right: Friends enjoying a laugh: Heather Fisher, Jeanette Grenier, Dawn Sellers, Renee Holt, Amanda Sargent, Kim Craig

Below: Friends relaxing together: Brian Day, Michele Drislane, Brian Keane, Tim Sullivan, Kelley Maher, Ted Hutchinsen, Hillary Wright
so hard our stomachs hurt. Who was going to drive home from the party? Which mall should we go to this weekend? Does anyone have any gas money? Acquaintances will come and go, but true friends always stay with us. No matter the distance, they're always in our hearts.

> Far Right: Friends at school
Kristen Lane, Kim Blake, Beth King, Kim Raftery

> Right: Friends showing school spirit. Kelley Moore and Mark Baran.

^Three Friends: Dave Duarte, Sean Dyer, Brian Copeland

< Friends enjoying each others company: Jen Rubino, Amy Clark, Mary Maloney, Michelle Barrett, Melissa Owens.
Learning is not just something that takes place in the classroom. When we reflect on the meaning of education, we realize that we learn not only from our teachers but also from our peers.

In the classroom we acquire the skills and knowledge needed to succeed in the future. We learn to work in co-operation with others.

Sometimes learning is hard work like solving problems in algebra, and sometimes learning is fun like making papier mâché masks in art.
Whether the lessons are difficult or easy, we will never forget the times we shared in the classrooms of B-R.

Our various experiences have prepared us for the challenges that await us in the future. This is the kind of education that will stay with us for a lifetime.
Memorable times are ours to treasure. When we reflect upon those happy occasions, they will remind us how precious these short four years have been to us.

In the past four years we have met new people and shared many special times with them. These times include...
events such as our Junior Prom and our Senior Prom, Miss Regional Dances, the Senior Holiday Party, and Thanksgiving football games. Yet even those moments such as walking to class, going to the beach, sitting together at lunch, and just being friends may be the most special moments of all.
SPORTSMANSHIP

During our four years we've made many friends on the playing field. We've supported each other through the tough times and cheered each other through victories. Our fellow teammates, coaches, and fans are what B-R school spirit is all about. The pride we felt after giving our best will always be with us. The exhilaration we felt after scoring the winning touchdown, the winning run, or the winning goal...
Sports make up a large part of our school life. The teams represent Bridgewater-Raynham to our rival schools. We trust our teams to play with good sportsmanship, which is the most important skill gained by playing sports for B-R.
ACTIVITIES

The B-R's activities reflect our wide variety of interests. Whether we're traveling to the Carribean with the Foreign Language Club or raising money for Mr. Reilley's scholarship fund by putting on a spaghetti dinner, we're always having a good time. From the Band to student government to after school organizations such as Unitas and S.A.D.D., B-R's ample choice of activities keep us busy the whole week through.
MR. ALAN PEABODY, YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL TO US!

A yearbook represents the experiences and memories we wish to retain throughout our lives. It seems only fitting to include and, in fact, to honor an individual who is so involved in those memories. Therefore, with our deep appreciation, the Class of 1993 takes great pleasure in dedicating our yearbook to Mr. Alan J. Peabody.

Through his guidance and inspiration he has helped us to grow, to learn, and to be proud of the Bridgewater-Raynham tradition.

To some an Administrator, to some a Dean, others a Coach, but to everyone, Mr. Peabody is a sincere Friend.

With this dedication we wish to simply and enthusiastically say THANK YOU!

C.M. Leahy

1. Mr. Peabody awaits the arrival of a student to his office.
2. Typical of his personality, Mr. Peabody helps by jumpstarting Mrs. O’Neil’s car as he teases her with a snowball.
3. “Mr. Peabody, I don’t know where he is!” cries Mrs. Xibridge.
4. Here he is again. Students never know where he’ll show up.
1. Mrs. McGuire welcomes freshman Danielle Bousquet to B-R.
2. Foreign exchange student Mat Hillion shows off his art project to Mr. Phaneuf.
3. Under the expert direction of Mrs. Smith, Michelle Gawle and Blanca Martinez piece their quilts.
4. Mr. Lopes surprises Danita Gelnott, Sarah Hunt, and Mr. Faria with a package.
5. Stacy Dupont shows Mr. Clasby her typing assignment.
7. Mr. Flangheddy gets a laugh from his English class.
8. "Today, class, we start on the pigs!" announces Mr. Scarano.
9. Checking next year's course selection sheets is Mr. Sarantopolous.
ADMINISTRATION

The administration of B-R reflects the organized and efficient way the school runs. The School Committee includes Chairman Mr. Arthur Wyman, Vice-Chairman Mr. Robert Cardaci, Secretary, Mr. George Mitchell, Mr. James DuPont, Mr. R. William Barber, and Mr. Thomas Smith.

Mr. O'Donoghue, who is executive officer of the school committee, recommends and implements the school committee's policies. Dr. Hilton is in charge of schedules, teachers, and curriculum. Mr. Peabody is the head of discipline and transportation, Mr. Powers keeps himself busy with Guidance, Special Education, Learning Disabilities, and Chapter 1 Math.

Together our administrators work to keep our school running efficiently and to meet the needs of both the students and the teachers.
Ms. Carol Adams

Mr. Frank Almeida

Ms. Virginia Ames

Ms. Dianne Anderson

Ms. Mary Benigni

Ms. Sylvia Blakeley

Custodians: front: Mr. James Flynn, Mr. Arnold Lopes, Ms. Elaine Denault (matron), Mr. Robert Balboni, back: Mr. Donald Faria, Mr. Dave Cabana, Mr. Doug Bumpus, Mr. Donald Randall.

Ms. Lee Berry

Ms. Anne Botelho

Ms. Carol Bower

Cafeteria Staff: Ms. Jean Andrade, Ms. Rose O'Donnell, Ms. Marian Martelli, Ms. Jo Cardaci, Ms. Barbara Mancinelli, Ms. Kay Cloudman, Ms. Debbie Fennell, Ms. Pat Gracia.

Mr. Maurice Botelho

Ms. Catherine Brogna

Mr. Robert Brogna

Dr. Linda Brouillette
1. Discussing game plans are Mr. Goslin, Mr. Botelho and Mr. Holmes.
2. Dr. Chuckran reviews Christine Deandrade's report.
3. Mr. Manning takes a break from his teaching and coaching duties.
4. "What is Ibsen trying to tell us?" asks Mr. Casabian of his class.
5. Tamika Correia and Yamaris Martinez discuss their projects with Mrs. Smith.
1. Trying to stay cool before a meet are Mr. Manning and Eric Litzen.
2. Proud of the achievement of his students in vocabulary is Mr. Lennon.
3. In room 211, Mr. Henderson, Lorenzo Walters, and David Stanton relax before class.
4. "Do you think the field is dry enough for the game?" questions Mr. Urban.
5. With a smile, Mr. Kubiack begins his freshman World History Class.
1. Behind the scenes, Mr. Heaslip fine tunes the details of trips for the Ski Club.
2. Amidst the cafeteria racket Mr. Lopes and Mr. Crane share a few thoughts.
3. Miss O'Toole helps Jill Finch unlock the secrets of word processing.
4. Practicing their Spanish with Mr. Diaz are Kerri Morast, Courtney Frasier, and Jen Cicone.
5. Here stands Emily helping to silence the grumbling stomachs of many juniors.
1. Stacey Pillsbury looks to Mr. Scarano for help with her science.
2. "To get a good grade in Algebra, you must use your book," advises Mrs. Botelho.
3. Mr. Porter and his seventh period class share a laugh.
4. With eyes focused, Mrs. McGuire watches for trouble in study.
5. Mr. Vardack helps Nichole Protz plan for college.
1. Trojan baseball fan, Chris Catino enjoys the game.
3. Diligent students, Sharon Dors and Beth Phaneuf work on the computer.
4. Dave Zukowski and Mark Peabody show their support at the John Reilly Memorial Spaghetti Dinner.
5. Linda Batista smiles and Brian Hermes concentrates on the calls.
6. Cheerleaders and the football team are introduced by Dr. Hilton at the pep rally.
7. Square dancing can be enjoyable as proven here by Jill Mederios.
8. Hard at work, the yearbook committee tries to decide which picture is best.
9. "Sewing is fun," according to Kim Craig.
Kristin E. Barlow

"KB"

356 White Street (R)

F.H.1-4, Sti.1-4, Ten.12, YB.4
ST:GF.D.K,J,F.B.C.S.C.V.F
J.A.,L.c.L.: B-Wgls.; 1st tun. w
31 HH-BBB's, GM.TZ Clem
M.Jr. prom. Ms. Reg. w/B.J., w
BFD@F.Lau'd, w/ Nana K.

Krysten Barry

200 Ten Road (R)

Soc 1; WT 1-4, Cpt.; ST 1-4,
Cpt.; GT w/ GF J.R., S.H., A.T.,
K.D., R.B.; Steve, IMY, CHSI
Cape 90 WDB; Summer 92,
MBF w/A.T., F.T., W.G., R.G.,
; Joey's Pizza, LTWAT; WAY-
ANFC?; War Paint; Parts;
Bentley w/R.B., J.R., S.P.;
Fitchburg: Sophomore HS;
Burley; Party at Jen's, New
Year's 92: GAP w/ A.T. + S.H.
D.B., "meow", J.B., IOU1;
Thanks, Mom, Dad, and family.
I couldn't have made it w/out
you! Rob. ITYA. YBAGFI!
Good Luck, Denise; Bye B.R.

John Bagley

"J.B."

45 Starr Road (B)

Not too much 1-4; GT+ GF at
NH: B.B.J.G.S.G.C.H.T.L.,
K.S.J.S.; Miss the "454"; GT-
GF: N.W., J.P., A.C., L.N., D.N.,
J.M.; snowmob. w/B.B.; Sum-
mer of '91 w/L.G.; beach '91:
out of 24 sacked for only 1; Apr.3
L.F.; G-n-R, U2, V.H.,
D.L.R., blueberry picking; M.O.?
What's up with that! hot race?;
Miss Duke; hunting w/
J.F.,SR.H.H., "Miss you, K.D."
(Sorry); Jr. prom, Zukes, etc. Bye,
BR; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Jim.

Kristen Barry

200 Ten Road (R)

Soc 1; WT 1-4, Cpt.; ST 1-4,
Cpt.; GT w/ GF J.R., S.H., A.T.,
K.D., R.B.; Steve, IMY, CHSI
Cape 90 WDB; Summer 92,
MBF w/A.T., F.T., W.G., R.G.,
; Joey's Pizza, LTWAT; WAY-
ANFC?; War Paint; Parts;
Bentley w/R.B., J.R., S.P.;
Fitchburg: Sophomore HS;
Burley; Party at Jen's, New
Year's 92: GAP w/ A.T. + S.H.
D.B., "meow", J.B., IOU1;
Thanks, Mom, Dad, and family.
I couldn't have made it w/out
you! Rob. ITYA. YBAGFI!
Good Luck, Denise; Bye B.R.

Mark Baran

72 First Street (R)

Kelley 1-4: Will you marry me?
C.C.'93... Blitz, don't forget to
lock your hubs!!!... Bollin, UNC
wants you; Zides, want to go
fishing?; Smitty, white men
can't jump; Aho, Let's go to NH;
day E, Big Boy's ; Alice rules;
G.T. + G.F. Jr, prom; Bye,
BRI

Maximillian J. Bella

"Max"

93 Ramblewood Dr, (R)

Wt 1-4, S. Track 1-4; good games
w/ J.M., S.M., T.A., M.M., D.T.,
R.J.G.P.C., hockey at Blood
Pond w/ the gang; good times
at the blues and gusties; Great
Woods '91, '92; 6-18-92: my
al; the golden boy 11-21-92;
the night I broke the record 6-
50-92; the van; senior trip '92;
the superbowl; my p.c.; I'm
traying to ski; horse race; the
sky swing; I love you, Cindi;
me last one; thanks, Mom,
Chris and Lionel.

Michelle Barrett

1 Janine Circle (B)

GTwGF Sum. '92 w/J.R., K.N.,
B.F., T.R., H.P., Jen - kiss 108,
Charlie Horse +Ft.'93, 90210,
+Basket Maga'92: C.H.w/J.R.
B.F., T.R. "Grease Lim"; Nano-
tasket J. Pm w/ J.O. G.L J.U.,
vin's w/K.L., A.R. + "Houston's" (B.B.);
GT w/K.L., thanks for talko good
Eric/M.O.-SMU; what's the T.C.?
P.A., UMA2! M.W.'s party;
Thanks, Ma + Ed; Dad + Ruth +
all my Bro's and Sis' ILY; GL
Mikey!

Matthew C. Benigni

"007"

100 Short Street (B)

Football 1-4; Basketball 1-4;
Track 1-4; Capt. 3; GAT+GF:
J.U., C.L., R.G., M.P., J.P.,
M.M., S.R., B.F., T.R., D.G.,
D.D.; "Blame it on Sach";
Marshfield + Greg's roof; "Now
that's fishing"; D.C. Maine with
Neil and Todd; Bentley+ Urb;
Network 92; B.K., A.B., H.K.;
Never caught; U2 with Greg;
Great limo driver; Newport Jai
Ali; Bug; Bye Guys; The Big
Red Suit.
Guy J. Berry
126 Dean Street (R)
Basketball 2; A.G., D.G., R.B.; Thanks; Ma and Dad; Praise the Lord.

Suzanne Bergeron
"Suzi"
Jalane, never forget 6/9/92; Veronicca "Venus" Heise, thanks; good luck w/ Scott; Brian Estes, "my god," the "Nitrous Machine" rules; Leah Tocci, "Why is everything so shiny?" Good luck, Jen; Karen, I hope you find Toast Road; WBRU; Good friends; Chuckie, Stowie, Paul and Co.; Congratulations to Diane + Peter on your success with "Body Maintenance," Thanks for everything, see you in Miami!

Kristina Marie Bernier
"Krissy"
108 Plymouth Street (B)
Ed's class 1-4; Florida, S.N.; Dress: on stage w/ S.Nicks; Seekonk Mount Dew; tattoos; and...wiff. Ball w/ Dan and Art; The Pit Suz. 125 Hey J. Rem. Goony Goo? Lynne's car blew up! Hal miss you; Dan. 1/5/87; Janis Joplin Rules! Coffee w/ Sandy; "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds" '82 Trans Am; S.T., 24-7; 60's, 70's. It's all the same day; man; Cheryl, Nora, Betty; Thanks, Mom, Dad, + Gram, I love you guys!

Timothy M. Bollin
"Tim"
107 Chickering Road (R)

Kimberly A. Blake
"Kim"
41 Ruth Ellen Road (R)
Track1, Cheer 2,3,4; GTw/GF: K.R., B.K., SM, LB, M.P., K.L., AR; BFF: K.M., RRs, TATW; F/S parties! K.L., Y S special-FF; 11/22/91, LYLMA: E.M., New Yrs Eve; gold gloves, B.K., "Look out for the stump...my head!" P.B.K. + K.R.; party van, Sat nights; Shunned at hockey game, K.M., B.K., + S.M.; "So what you're saying is that..." Escaped WZOU; off the ramp, B.K., S.M., malls, K.R., Jr. Prom; D.G., cheerios, pickles... INFY: Bunky, Good Luck; Cancun 93; Thanks, Mom, Dad + Chris, ILY.

Sumit Bhalla
100 Redwing Drive (B)
Tennis 1-4: WAC 1-4; G.T. + G.F., Romens at mall; Break w/ M.C.; Sully; wrestling 1-3; Trip to B.U.; Morning ride to South Shore w/ C.C., One man's ceiling is another man's floor; see you at the top; Thanks, Dad and Mom; Good Luck, Sunila and Class of '93.

Jeff Blaney
25 Martin Drive (R)
Harley Davidson 3,4; Carver St. '77 M.P.; Gn' R Centrum; CN Ozzy; '92 J.R.; Gn'R, Metallica, Foxboro; Fish Pond '92 J.G., Extremely Chilly Cherry St.; Winchester Doubles; It's only borrowed forever; It's almost street legal; "Life is ours, we live it our way" Remember all the good times; J.R., M.K., J.G., K.S., J.S., D.B. "Live To Ride"
Tammy Brewster
197 Elm Street (B)

Kathy Bridgwood
"Butch"
73 Rowayne Park (B)

David R. Brunner
30 Hurly Lane (B)

Jon R. Butcher
"Butch"
392 Judson Street (R)

Heather Lori Buzzell
"Blondie"
1805 South Street (B)

Mikel A. Bowman
57 Flag Street (B)

Martin Edward Boyden
"Marty"
115 Arrowhead Dr. (B)

Attivo, cut love thank would my roading; would love 1/1 Bye, R.H., Kathy would Word GT the and

T.D.; B.D. for T.D. A.K.A.; C.C. W. Track2; touch! 'em; member 392 being +P.D.; Thanks, Mom Tammy

Don't there; are for B.D., off GT+GF Thanks, Mom U-M, Ron, We're gonna hit it! oops; I've learned somethings: leave the smoke detectors alone! It's great fun to go for wheelin' in the Subaru! and never trust a leprechaun! Hey, Jeff speaking of which let's go shootin' pull! Stay cool J.B., R.K., R.C., C.P., J.R., C.W., M.R., S.C.B.: Life ours we live it our way! I love you, Lisa and always will; Rack 'em up guys; uh, oh gotta go. Bye, Bye B-R. It's been spilly!
Andrew Carroll
192 Pine Street (R)

Gina Caruso
"Jeanie"
1164 High Street (B)

Talen J. Carvalho
"Tal"
251 White Street (R)
Golf: 1 WAF 1-4, HM UN 2-4; SADD 4; Mr. Flangheddy 1+3; Ski: BC-Pitt getting there in the snow storm. Must Arzman, 4 x 4 4th per. w/ Butcher, B.D., don’t follow so close next time. BOSOX: Fire in the hole: B.F.; hunting: Dave, good luck on the five year program: Thanks, Mom, Dad + Garron.

Richard Cataloni
30 East Street (B)
W.Track, 1-4; S.Track, 2+3; Cross Country, 2+3; MIT; 90-91: Band, 1-4; Virginia + Quebec; Science Olympiad, 4; E.H.: Science; Co-captain; J.C.: The locker; Mart: M.B.; I make the rules: D.P.; Eonog returns: A.P., “Attack that hurdle”; S.P., J.L., J.B., T.K.; The Wall; M.C.; Non-stop action; E.J.; Evan is missed; Good times forever.

Chris Catino
955 Summer Street (B)
V. Soc., 1-2, 3 4; GT w/ the Crew; 40, Ham, Goon, Bink, Faty, Dole; GT; J.D.; Spark; Fish’n; GF, M.C., N.A., K.G. Thanks for being there; Rm. 102; New Year’91; G’s; Morrison Hotel; 40’s Root; Flenns; Goon, can you move; 40, 3:30; Cheese Fries; 2/15/92. Goon’s mom; 9/30/92, caught; RIP, BW; Good luck, Goon; Ham; I can hang; FY; A.R.; 1/20/92, 1 yr.; Amy C.; Luck, dude; IRAC, The Wall; Good luck, Joe; Mom, Dad, thanks for not giving up on me; Love you.

Mark Carney
"Burnie"
45 Vinny Circle (B)
Slayer, Megadeth, Pantera, Metallica Tour ’92; GT w/GF; S.B.A.W., D.T., M.A., R.L., R.J., S.W., J.O., C.R., D.R., K.S., J.P., D.B., D.L., L.V., R.C., G.G., K.D., J.B.; Thanksgiving vacation at Bracks; Hey, Andy, I’m driving. Burnt it to a crisp; parties in Middleboro; the fests; Brog’s class 1-4; Ms. White, Brog, Hendee; Thanks Ma + Dad; Good luck at B.C. High, Matt. Later, dudes.
Andrew Coleman
1307 Pleasant Street (B)
Even last... House of Pain...
"Shamrocks + Shenanigans..."
MGD ... "I'm Still Alive"... C-ya next year.

Tracy L. Collins
19 Mark Drive (R)
Bball 1-3; Summer "91" MV w/ Sue: "Well, I've got it on" Jr. Prom w/ Ray, Thanks; L.B., B.K., S.M.; K.M., GF, Wendy & Louisa; 93 Run w/ L.B. & S.M.; Good times w/ Kyle J. & Joey L. ILY both; "Get the gum out of my hair, Joel" S.P. & Kyle never forget you. Home Sweet Home w/ L.B., Kyle & Joe. Thank You, Mom & Dad for everything, I love you. Good Luck, K.C. & Katie. have fun, Dan!!

Stephanie J. Connolly
418 Center Street (R)
SADD 2,3,4; FLC 3,4; Tennis 2; New Year's Eve '91; 1/12/91; I luv you, Mike; Flashy night w/ pizza, 9/18/92 w/ M.R., T.H., S.H., J.P.P., J.S.; Nov '91, Skiing with the "Beckster"; Nice mahogany ya got there, J.P.; Can you spell curriculum, K.P.? We're still doing laundry; Mikey mouse to the rescue Yoshi!! The poor old fisherman; J.P. and K.P.'s debating team; N.L., do I get a free cake? G.L., Jason; ILY mom, grandma, + grandpa.

Tamika Correia
95 Redwing Drive (B)
Hi, Mom, Dad, Dotl, Thank God; FTA Pres, 3+4; FLC, 3+4; GF, K.K. I luv u; GF: T.H., Y.M., Flex, T.W., D.B., D.S., C.S., J.S., S.K.; To all my Taunton Homies, K.P., N.W., V.W.; First best friend; To my cousin, I.P., N.P.; I luv you! M.P.; FLX, keep on dancin'; G.T. w/ K.K. + S.T.; when I fell down the ramp at church; M.C., thank you for picking me up; G.T.; Double Dutching; Thanks, A.J.; Jr. Prom; Good luck to Steph Thompson; You go girl! Luv T.

Chris Costa
310 Flagg Street (B)
F-B, 1; S-track, 1; Ski; Golfing; Weightlifting; Skiing at Killington; Golfing in Florida; GT w/ J.L., T.D., M.C., P.D., the Patriots Game; I love you, Jen; Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Barry Costa
33 Diniz Drive (R)

Kathleen Coughlin
"Kathy" - "Kate"
64 Martin Drive (R)
Friends forever: J.F., P.M., A.H., T.M., S.C., J.D., E.L., K.W., G.C., and etc.; Summer of '92 N.H. w/P.M., K.W., E.L. It was a blast; Pete back up, green eyes; Jill B/F/F. Thanks for everything, the kitchen T.M. + G.C.; T.M. partner as an angel Lori-Mondeau, I luv ya + Good luck; and Pete, thanks for all the good times; you are someone special; Anne, we had G.T., more to come; I luv ya all; Thanks, Sue, 4th per.; Never forget, Thanks, Mom, Dad, luv u.
Diven T.S. owe wish guys!; Pony, 2, 3; Wow; Gym 2; M.D., 3; never Car Feathrd will HR.; +; the 40 T.S.. T.C.. S.P.; Wayne+Garth; Quiche; "Don't Tim, + Tom! The w/ Gymnastics my Black M.C.; MS150; M.C.; Ditz, Normandy Dad, + House... Prom F/Y/ 35 leg; Twin 'The. The KakeokeKing J.C., K.P; Street J.S.... K.K., 3rd Tang H.W., M.D. Farms 'em J. Ruckies... Dancers; ran V-Killer; Buddy; Beach Amy's pizza w/ - CF., J.K., K.B.; LD.-my T.C., D.B., D.S., T.W., S.T., K.D., MOF; D.G.. C.R, PromNewprt Terrell!; you ILY; IMYMH; FLC FH 190 Jar; 1-2, 4; u Mea my 1-4; all "Pebbles", 4; 4 Buck" Renault, Wheeln Boul 4eva; Plymouth out! Michael Ingrid Thanks, Sledn the YB; I Dave, S.V., GL, 190 Road in 1 Road+ i-Dad; Thanks, the don't Junior don't sleep; the luck hurry up know Prom... seat; st Paul's; 30 cat; what 1 Boxwood Lane (B) Soc, 1, 2, 3; W Track 1, 3; Party at Todd's; D.B., watch out for the cat: 1st period lounge, T.D., J.B., D.B., Shut up, I'm trying to sleep; GT w/ GF; T.D., J.B., J.C., K.W., + everyone else; I don't know what to do. Just hurry up + think of something; Junior Prom... I'm not riding in the front seat; Jon, thanks but I don't need any ketchup; ALL the times w/ Leslie, I love you; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good luck Elena + John.

Brian Day
35 Twin Brook Drive (B)
Ski-club; Tanq Soo Do; T.S., M.C.; Tourney sweep, '93; MS150: Tal; Pool, T.D.; J.B., T.S., T.C., S.P.; Kareoke King; "Don't let 'em in"; The pizza, M.C.; Falmouth; Fenway; Quiche; H.W., T.S., M.D.; Black Crowes; Off rode, J.B.; Newbury St.; M.D., T.S.; Fresh Girls, J.B., T.D.; She ran over my leg; Cya round like a donut.

Peter DeChaves
"Chavez"
70 Boxwood Lane (B)
190 Michael Road (B)
FTA 4; Thanks, Mom + Dad, I luv u! T.H., J.S., C.S., K.K., T.C., D.B., D.S., T.W., S.T., K.D., Luv u guys!; Tim, GT w/ J.C., + R.S.I.; Jason, I will always luv u like my brother; I will always love you, Chris! Thanks, K-Dog, "2wice", hope 1st time goes smooth!; Dan, 24/7 Cheklt; Dave, thanks for the Serni and the Reggae! I wish you all the luck in the world, Terrell!! I don't want you to ever give up hope or your dreams, Nelson; Don't change, Brad! Peace out!

Bryan Davey
72 Union Street (B)
FB 1-4; WT 2-4; Capt, BB 1-4; Fight nite, 53 vs. 77; I've got the test! Labs w/Sull; Phillips; Shriner's '92; Op. Fumigation; 53, Remember Jose; M.C., 77, B., E., Wow; Moran; "Are we floatin'?" Sull, Yardwork; Pats Games; Herm's House; Supersoakers; SB tourney; Frisked; W.T. Bus, finals nite; The jog F the exam! T.C.; Good luck, Sully, Crane, Chris; 21, 22, 24, 27, 32, 34, 37, 53, 54, 67, 72, 75, 76, 77, 80, 89; Thank you, Mom, G + G.

Kerry–Anne Delorey
"The Barber"
1292 South Street (B)
Spellman 1; Gym; FTA; Messed up times w/Heidi + Kim; Membma Jekyll; Summer 91, GM + B1's w/ A.T., K.B., S.L., J.L., E.F., E.M., K.W., A.P., JR., H.W., A.G., S.H., R.M., CP, the Heymen Bulldogs; T.G. Crew + T-Boys; Membma na telling us off? N.YE; 92; C ya; SNOB'S; K.D. + CS; K.D. + FL, K.D. +?; Kim + Heidi, GF 4ever! Heather, "Roaddog" Kim, I owe ya! College ught JK Guyz! Keep lifm! Goodluck Rich + Keith Don't follow in my footsteps! Thanks, Mom+Dad!

Ingrid E. Dahlin
"Ing"
593 Plymouth Street (B)
FH 1, 2, W; Track 1, 4; Tennis 1, 4; FLC 1-4; By: SN 1-4; PL 2-3; L.H. - IM/IMYM: Stedn - Diven w/D.G.; Canoe; "Buck" - J.T., C.F., L.H., Jr, PromNewpt - Feathrd - Food - DG, C.F., M.C.; CTYYB; 184-J.K.; Club - 4 Wheel - Arc Rds; Carides w/ Jar; Bowl o' rama; Tall Ships - C.F., J.K., B.L.D., my HR pat; A.A., MOP; Renault; Thnk FTRST + GF; C.F., D.G., L.H., J.K., A.A., J.T., M.C., J.C., R.T., S.V., Payham Girls, C.F.; - Pony 4eva; Thanks, Mom+Dad, ILY; Mea, GL, HFTB.

Kimberly N. DeCost
"Pebbles", "FLX"
190 Michael Road (B)
FT 4: Thanks, Mom + Dad, I luv u! T.H., J.S., C.S., K.K., T.C., D.B., D.S., T.W., S.T., K.D., Luv u guys!; Tim, GT w/ J.C., + R.S.I.; Jason, I will always luv u like my brother; I will always love you, Chris! Thanks, K-Dog, "2wice", hope 1st time goes smooth!; Dan, 24/7 Cheklt; Dave, thanks for the Serni and the Reggae! I wish you all the luck in the world, Terrell!! I don't want you to ever give up hope or your dreams, Nelson; Don't change, Brad! Peace out!

Michelle DesRoches
30 Beech Street (B)
302 Judson Street (R)
Gymnastics 1-4; "The Gang" Jr, Prom w/ J.S.... FL w/ J.M.A.W., J.C., S.S., M.D., Myrtle Beach w/ A.R., K.K., S.S.... Ruckies... Nomandy Farms - DS Dancers; Ditz, I never liked you! Smelly-HELP, Relish, Girls, LEH! L.F.-Wayne+Garth; I.D. - HR; Buddy; ski trip; GL.C.D + J.C., K.P. New Year's 90+33 Pres. Party, Amy's House... 3rd Per, Lounge -DS- hyp, quest, opinions! V-Killer, The WALL, Thanks, M.D., IWN, Fy/ILY/94/92... Thanks, Mom, Dad, + Tom-ILY! GL-Lori, Les, Tim, +Tom!
Kimberly Devine

"Kim"

137 Laurel Street (B)

Geoff Dolan

"Dole"

270 North Street (B)
Soc 1-4: WR 12; SADD 1-3:SC 1-3:VP 12; Hangin w/ crew, w/Crack, Goon, 40, Bink, Ham, Moore, Fubar, Sat. Mom's @ Mallard; Fresh, year at Sachs's; Soph, year at Goons', Jr. year at Smits; HAS ANYONE SEEN MY TRUCK? G-n-R; Anor 1-4; GT w/GF; Good Luck 2crew; B.D., M.M., K.B., K.G., S.D., A.R., J.S.; Litzy, Thanks, Mrs. C.; Jenny, this ain't so bad, ILY; Mom, I did it! Dad, Hal! I had it covered; Thanks to all; Good luck, Class of '93!

William J. Donnelly III

"Bill"

225 Nicholas Road (R)
Hockey 1-4, Cap14 Football 1-2, GF: M.P., D.D., S.D.C., M.E., R.G.D., C.C., B.C., J.D., J.R., C.H., V.H., A.R., L.D., Sorry! Sharon, RW+MGT/TWIBY; Sarchs; What Norwich? Days Inn 92; Zuke's; Nights at Packard's; Pizza w/Furgy + Cherokee; 4C at Mansfield; M.F.C. Breatherizer w/Dad Halloween '92; 6-6-92 Pole= 9; Summer '92: M.O. Fortune teller; Thanks, Mrs. C., Thanks, Mom, Dad, Katie, Good Luck, Pat.

Mark Donovan

"Dunny"

92 Norlen Park (B)
Soc 1-4: WR 12; Fido Empty House 12; Em's Basement; New Year's '92-.K.G., PIC; "Marley"; K.M.; "Family Dog"; "Needless to say"; Swann's class; L.P.; "Crash"; What attitude?; 3rd per lounge; Opinion; Rocky Point; The Friar; Duck Phone, P-9; Huckie's House, Cruza's 4th Per; The Clan; L.D., Sept '92, W.M.P.; TFEI/VALY; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good luck, Paul+Colleen.

Sharon E. Dors

"Doorsy"

165 Rowwayne Park (B)

Michele Driakis

"DRIZ"

152 Titticute Road (R)
Soc 1-3, S. Track 1-4: F.L.C. 2-4; Ski 1-4, Y.B. 4, SADD 2-4; Sch. Musc. 1-4: G.T. w/G.F., U2 concert, BeigeMobile; Tim, R. U. Twins? Flat-Tire; ILY, PEPE + B.; Smelly; Mr. M., my first; sank; Stew; T.Y.; That's terrific Hill: Go Kel, Bli ME BRAKES! K.C. stretch, roart: U.R. crazy; B.D.; Need more stamps! C.G. w/K.F., M.M. + A.P.; I love you guys; Ads, B-R; Thank you, Mom + Dad, I Love You! Good Luck, Carlye, stay out of trouble!

Dave Duarte

"Dude"

717 South Street (R)
BB 3-4; McGee + Heath & T.; pFC: Forever, M.T., S.G., S.D., B.D., M.P., M.E.; GT: Vin; The Jonson; Billy Russo; Matty B.; Onset; The toilet, Mallard, SR'S, RM 115, Beth P.; Thanks, Mom + Pop; Good Luck, Chart, Liz, and Donny; Dave I love you.; Thanks, Mr. + Mrs. McGee, Dari + Dee and Mr. Peabody; Can I help it if I'm Charles Barkley?

Lisa Dubee

"Dubee"

339 Plain Street (B)
Alicia Durning
51 Alden Square (B)
Homestead; Burn them; Sorry, Eltott; ElTos; D NO Trespassing; FIRE; Exit 3 N.H.; Hey Beth, every wonder? No lines?!
WHAT?!! 4x4; NOT! The Sleeping bag Holy Chowder!
Mud wrestling Good Luck, Little Mark; F.B. Beth, Christy, and Rachel; Pack it up, Pack it in;
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

John Dye
“J.D.”
40 Dickens Street (B)
Marching concert, Jazz band 1-4; Swim 10am-1-4; Spring track 1-2, 4; Cross Country 2; WAC4; G-D, OUAM 2-3; P.T.; band 4; GT w/ K.C., E.G., S.S., V., MC, TH, A.G., D.T., W., B.B., B.P., B.S., P.E., K.M., D.B., J., K.P., C.K., J.U.; J.T., Goddess; The Camp; Uncle Ronnie’s the real Roach Bros.: T.T.F.U. J.; S.C., R @ P.E.; Swing; Cruisin w/ Kurt; Basement Band
J.D., K.G., B.M.; Wow man! Good Luck, Jerel, Don’t grow your hair too long. Softy!

Mike P. Ennis
“Mike”
442 King Street (R)

Shawn Dyer
951 Locust Street (R)
Wrestling, 1-2, 3; Football, 1; GT w/ GF; C.S., D.C., M.E., M.P.; D.D.; C.L.; B.D.; R.G.; M.T. and all the rest; Moped w/ B.D.; Jr Prom at Zukes; NY’s ’92; B.C. w/ M.E.; Jen, 1-2-92; IWALY; FTATH; Cape w/ CATO; SNAD; 7; Caps w/ J.C., T.C.; Thurs nights at M.P.; 6 gun salute; What Norwich?
CANADA: Good luck Scott, w/ S.S.; 4 c’s at R.G.; ILY Mom, Dad, and Jason.

Brian M. Estes
445 West Pond St. (B)
Kaya sessions + fun trips w/ Jamie; Grafix at D’s; Graveyard nights; Dead N.Y. spring ’92; The nitrous machine; Good friends, Jamie, Josh, Justin, Sue, Ron, Pete, Ted, Beth, Landry, + all the rest; The art rooms + teachers; Bickford’s + Boston nights; Pine Hill; still smokin’ Thanks; Enjoy; Come back again; Close calls; The HOARDE; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Yahh Rog- R., G.A.O.Z., W.S.O.?
Jill Finch
1202 Locust Street (R)
GT w/ GF, K.C., J.N., T.M., K.W., G.C., J.E.; Kathy you have always been my best friend and you always will; Jeff, thanks for putting up with me; Todd, all the times getting up early with me. Remember when Kathy and I gave Todd and Jeff haircuts? We finally made it. Good Luck, S.H., M.P., L.S.; Thanks for all your help, K.F., J.F.; Mom, Dad, I love You; I hope you make it, Nicholas, I Love You; Good By B-R!!!

Katherine M. Finucci
“Finuch”
135 Forest Drive (B)

Heather Joy Fisher
27 Ann Street (R)
GT w/ GF-A.S., J.G., S.F., R.H., K.C., J.K., J.F., P.G., J.L., C.A., Y.M.; Best Friend 4-eva, Amanda; Skid Row 4/24/92, Met Sebastian; All the concerts; I am Glowing; WAAF; N.H. camping, ’92; Sneaking out, impersonator, grass stains; Do you drug your animals?; Nansasket Beach w/ J.G., S.F.; Psycho tripped, no, jumped; D’angels w/ J.G. Ostriches; L’ake w/ R.H., Don’t laugh; Rainbow, Taco, Mint twisters; it’s been fun! Love ya, Mom + Dad; GL, S.F.

Mark Fisher
“Fish”
50 Jane’s Way (B)
Basketball; 1, Soccer, 1.2, 3.4 (Cep); SC, 1; Pres. 1; Eggs anybody?; Moore’s basement w/ W; New House, 1,2,3, The Friar; Rocky Pt., The Hanger; Jr. Prom w/ L.H., The Clan; Holy! The Games; Horseneck Beach; good Luck, Dily, Jana, and Amy; Thanks for everything Chris, Mom, + Dad.

Samantha Fisher
“Sam”
27 Ann Street (R)
Finally Seniors; GT w/ GF-R.H., J.K., J.G., K.C., H.F., P.G., B.N., M.B.K.; Summer of ’91, ’92; Future Trips; “The Lake”, concerts, 7/1/91, 4/24/92; Waiting out for tickets; Men’s room 2A.M.; The Cove; Camping; No more hay rides”; Roy Rogers Brotherhood; Joy rides w/J.K.; “I think we’re lost”; Rainbow, Invisible boyfriends; Psycho Dates; “She Melted” Ouch, quit it; Good luck, Scott; I love you Mom; C-ya, BR.

Laura P. Fitzgerald
“Fitzy, Fittie, Fit”
40 Aberdeen Lane (B)
GT w/ GF, Phan, A.L., L.D., B.L., K.G., J.C., L.P., Cip, Bats, B.M., U.B., J.C., “C”; Camp Kookamunga - Summers - 89, 90, 91; Thorpeis; “C” at the mall; R.E., Pig, Mig, Crunchy, Sunny, Bic; 50 cental; Freshman year; BSB; Amis, NF - U2 concert, Summer ’92, Lakeville?, New Year’s Eve; ’92, Live and Let Die; I got a gun; B.L., foxy lady; L.D., we’ll always love Wayne and Garth, NOT; L.P., my personal trainer, you’re huge, Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Kara; Good luck, Erin.

Janine Flannan
“Janeeney Bikini”
365 Rambledr Dr. (R)
YB4, PLC-2, SADD2-4, SUN4; GT w/GF-BC, DK, KB, SC, VF; & BW girls; BFBC-gr, mous; Tent w/ KB&D&; HBS-Rev; Whew! Bos-Fiji-Prime; Fl; 92: NH w/ every-1; Jr. Prom; HH B&B, LP-both I’m sick; B&B nite; 120 mi., & 4 towns; he’s a jirck! 2wd; cng; concerts w/HF; Mfg; Bas & Extrav-105.7 ded.; I think I feel it; 3x my house; SR-IWVTW; Driving in CemrT, T2K, ROR, & QM, 4th par.; K.G.-“Closer to life” INSAITABLE! Thanks M., D. & J.-ILY; See ya later alligator.

Janice Flynn
“Ian”
75 Winter Street (B)
Good Sunday Fish-

Thanks,

Mr. luvya,

my Psycho Her-

Through the The

In;

Thanks WAC,

You with TBC,
cert,

Sr S.W., T., M.,

A.D.,

Pointing Hunt;

for M.C.,

MYWE;

band;

Band men;

B.S.;

party;

high rides;

260 Prom,

Listening stay

NAAA, +

Thanx The

Shaws Elizabeth

Garcia

Tennis

Stealth,

Virginia,

1, 2, 3, 4;

J.D.,

Team -

Dry

New Years

Pointers in

IRA; to
to

to

Years 1)

S.V.,

Red;

the

Dad.

your

Street

Snowmobiling

Metallica

Always

From

Amy,

Away

Amy,

Drive

Shayne, Thanks for

listening to my problems and stay away from cheap men; Shayne, Thanks for the rides; Eagles, Good luck Red; Thanks Mom + Dad.

Michael W. Ford

"Fordy"

40 Legge Street (B)

V. Soc.; 1, 2, 3, 4 

GT w/ Mooree,

Goons, Crack, Ham, Bink, Dolio,
The Crew GTW J.D., Mardi-

Gras 93 Lollapalooza; wow ha,

Goons, The Walt, Hey, Guy's Let's Pull An All Nighter;

Morrison's Hotel; The Doors Good luck, J.T., Thanks, D.G.,

ISLUI.S, Nice Lawn, Ha Matty? Crackle 3:30 a.m., The Roof;

Hello, M.R. Bear; What's wrong w/ my bed? Ham and Goonie, Good Luck. Mom and Dad, I love Ya; Dave, Steve, and Laura, Good luck!

David Garcia

"Fla"

131 Elizabeth Drive (R)

1, ...81 Corona; D.P. 16

py; GT+GF: B.K., T.P., D.F.,

S.W., T.M., D.L. (ota #1) Jr.,

Sr Prom, GnR, Metallica con-

cert, Shaw's SNPC w/ B.K;

TBC Fling in Ice, 92 Pmpkn

Hunt; Thanx to Becky + Moe 4

Pointing me in the right direc-

tion. The Plaza. New Years Eve; The Horizon; Speed-

bump Hopping; Snowmobiling with Becky--I'll always Love

You Becky 8/4/91. Thanks Mom + Dad.

Joe Garofalo

"G"

2018 Pleasant Street (B)

Hockey 1-4, Capt4; Semi '91;

Playbo w/ N.B. GT; Party w/

R.C.D.G.C.S. J.S.J.R.J.M.P.S.,


B.J., Blani, Cp.R.E.A.C.D.A.,

J.C., M.A.P.M.H.L.B.R.C.T.,

Your King At J.R.; 5, Matty V., Fish-

pond '92 fence broke bittercold;

B-L-D crash-fair; party at Her-

mes; Kinny S.; Grad '93, Cya;

Good Luck, Seniors; BF: Col-

leen S.Rich C.Stairs at C.S.

Special Thanx, Mom, Dad, Mr.

Scarano, Maltby's & Mr.+Mrs.C.;

I liv ya, Mom + Dad.

Amanda P. Garvey

"Steve"

26 Harvard Street (B)

Band, 1-4; DS, 3-4; Jazz, 2-4; S-

track, 3-4; Ski; Soc - Engl. 1-89;

Lions, 3-Butland7; Sandy; BSC

@ DC (2nd time better than 1st);

Sens&BC, SYMS; Rich, SYHP

UCPL, Cookies, B.B., K.D., C.G.

LA.M.C.D., ohl B.S.; Fun w/


T.W.,(PTV), M.M.; rug? K.G.,

H.W., K.K., E.G.,+D.D.? CF vs

GU, '92; J.S.; Reference Angle;

Liam....Jingle Bells?; MV mops-

eds; Mashpee; Kim, which 17

(u-2 Mon); Thanxs, S.T.,

H.V., Liv ya, Gram., Mom + Dad.

Elliott J. Glass

260 Walnut Street (B)

Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Tennis 1, 2; pit

band; Quebec, Virginia, Paris,

MYWE; Dry campsouts w/ S.V.,

M.G., J.D., K.G., T.H., C.T.;

Monica - U2 concert, Pizza, Jr.

high Fridays, your driving!;

Squanto Staff - Sausage

party; Team Stealth, S.V.,

A.D., M.P., C.W., R.J., B.C.,

B.S.; NAAA, IRA; Amy, thanks

for listening to my problems and stay away from cheap men; Shayne, Thanks for the rides; Eagles, Good luck Red; Thanks Mom + Dad.

Colleen Fraser

"Coll"

50 Forest Drive (B)

F.H. 1, 2, 3, 4 OCL Champs '92

Tennis 1, 2 NHS 3, 4 SKI 1, 2, 3,

F.H "Together" - Loon Tree

A+W JR, Prom, Newport, Spain

'91; Sunday River X-Mas J.K.;

The Set-Up; Steve Miller; Tall

Ships Club w/ Mr. Grub.;

Cleveland Move, Not; Fire @

Buc's W/ I.D.; Chinese @

Elaine+Paul's; D.G "Run For

The Border" G.T.+F.G.F.D.D.G.,

J.K.A.R., M.C.T.D.H., R.T.,

S.V., + P chicks + John. Souse

please, Court, Keep on dancing';

Cathy, Mom, Dad you're terrific.

Rachel Glynn

"Ray"

425 Pine Street (B)

DID YOU JUST SAY THAT

YOU KNOW ME? Pack it Up,

Pack it In; Thanks to Mom +

Dad Heta + of course Mom +

Dad Kondrotas. Jen, Alicia

Thanx Chris (2) for Bill. It's

Forever Bill; Good Luck, Little

P. + to Kim + Chris; we all had

a good time on Homesteaded

Rd! See Ya.
Pamela E. Goff  
344 Winter Street (B)  
GTwGF: H.O.L.K.J.M.O.S.G., P.M., J.C.T.M.J.G.R.K.J.H.S.F., H.F., K.C.C.B.: 4th GT w/ Cool Heads; Mireteam; P.L.C.B.H.S.: 1:30 wkends w/C.H. @ R.C.; P.T. @ my hs, 2-30pm alphabet Dance, hi Jim; SAH Frown C.C. w/ H.O.; Chris, Dave, Kevin, GTG; Leon's UT Clique, Purple jeep; Do u have any gum? GYD w/J.F.; Chicken & B.B. Loon; Chalet w/T.M.O.P.M., ILWALY Luke; M.M.L.G.S.F.WTYS we love B.M.+T.M.C. Queen; T.K., S.F., G.L., J.O.: All. Mark: Thanks, Ma, Lai, Dad; C ya later, BR.

Andrea Lynn Grant  
276 White Street (R)  
Soccer 1-4; BBall 11:2; S Track 2-4... Jan. 28, 1993, Bobby Brown concert w/ J.D.; SP - 1992? C.A.T.S. - GL Chris; NH w/J.D.; - YHBAQFDL; GT w/GF, J.D., C.T., A.W., C.D., A.N., M.V., etc... YKWYAR; A.W.; Flang. Judge; JR - Rip; Jeni - Sr, Prom - Red Head kid; How many accidents?; Scott, ILWALY; Cathy, Beth - stay out of trouble; TAMCF: IWYMYGL. Thanks, Mom + Dad. I love you! Jeni- you will make it; Smile; Good luck, Peter.

Jennifer Green  
"Jen"  
24 Cook Street (B)  
PL 2-2; YB 2-2; RS 5-4; GT + GF w/J.G., H.F., S.F., Y.M., C.M., M.L.B (K.), P.L.G.; Watch out for PIG PENS!; Crash; DD w/J.G., A.Q., T.R.; Sun. morning jazz, 5:45 am, army guys, big ears, J.O. and his gun, J.G. "Don't know you froma a bar?" 2/18/92"; Fred signed my clown"; "I think we're lost Donnal!" 11/20/92 + 11/26/92; Purple car; WAAF; D.R.K.; Chuckran, my name is not J.L.R.; "Charcoal"

Dawn Marie Gouveia  
Birch Hill Road (B)  
RDRS 2; cheer 3-4; GTwGF Jelly: B.F., V.H., L.D., A.A., reardo 11/18/89 w/ L.D., Get away driver; it's in the genes; popo @ half; mom wake up call; Janitors; busi. w/ Amy and Jimmy; pickle; H/2/HUJ/LJ/Y2; 2 man fan, what smells?; two turtle doves; thanks, George, ILY; good girls don't go in the woods; that's for you, Mom + Dad: ILY, Dean; Everett, it's your turn now; Irene, G.L! Good luck, class of '93!

Jessica Grant  
664 Judson Street (R)  
1-4-3, Harry; P.Beach w/ H.M.; NYE '90: B-B-B-90; Karoline - BF; Thanks L.K., P.S., Mom, M.T., + K.B.; Berkley; Teachers + S.C. + S.A.B. in Berkley; New friends at BR; Old friends in Taunton; Somerset Creamery; Fall River this summer; My grandparents; D.G.N.G.K.G.; A.S.P.; Hospital from hell; Train tracks on my body; The neighbor who won't move.

Ryan A. Gregory  
"Greg"  
12 Oak Ridge Lane (B)  

Jeanette Grenier  
319 Winter Street (B)  
GTwGF: H.F., J.J., R.H., S.F., K.C.J.K.P.G., A.O.; Nanlatkset Bch w/H.F.S.F.; phycy tripped no jumped, D' Angelo's w/H.F.; ediche; WAAF; concerts; waiting for GTwGF S.F.: 3am, 2/18/92; 2/4/92; Marriott, "H.F., you're glowing", 4th per; Lounge, chip burgers; Phi 6 J.K.W.K.M.; Kim "DSYO"; Bumpy Rd.; JR Prom w/ Dean; IWNY.I.D.; Chappy; Evil Twins; Big Ears; Charcoal; "Are we lost yet?" TTP.TJ.L.: N.H.; Maui w/A.O.J.M.J.D.R.K.B.; G.L.; Renee and Neil; Thanks, M.D., ILY; C ya, B-R!

Megan An Grimm  
501 King Philip St. (R)  
GTwGF: N.M., L.M.(PC), E.L. (BW), H.B., S.M., B.P., D.P. + A.C., C.O. + M.M., G.M. Matt; Bink + Bonk; white car; Hway? Eternal Flame; groovy; Grease; one year; Filler up; D'Angelo; Erin + Kayla; mom + Doug; Thanks, Dad; Alabama; Megan + Chuck; ILY 5-1-92!!
Kelly Guthrie
204 Lakeview Drive (R)

Tira Harden
"Cutie"
30 Foxhill Drive (B)
Thanks, Mom + Kwame for helping me through high school; I love you, John, you've always been there for me; T.Y. Y.M.B.F. + M.B.F., I.H.I. W.A.B.T.W. I love you, Kim, you're my B.F., we've shared a lot. I.H.I.W.N.C. Tamara, Feely, Andy, Bathrooms: Good luck with your 4 year; S.T., K.K., J.S., D.S., K.N. Thank God I made it! Yeah! I'm outta here; Yes! Yes! See ya, peace; Freedom, here I come!! Pebbles'n'G. Clowin.

Lyne A. Haskell
40 Stephani Lane (B)
Band 1-3, Ski 1-2; GT w/ GF, UKWUR; L.G., remember B.K.?: Kerri, how's that J.D.?: Florida, '90; Quebec, '90; Virginia, '92; Jr Prom; Best time w/ Krissy, no, you drove! My Mont - toasted! Mount. Dew at F.F.; J.M., you're not fat; Nice pants S.D.; What?; Riverside Park; Room Service; All-nighters, D.W.'s house; K.R. + K.B.; I owe ya one; D.W., IWNFTFTWHT; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Jay; ILUI! Good luck, Mark!

Donna Grublin
"Grub"
450 Hayward Street (B)
FH 1-4, OCL Champs '92; W. Track 1-2, Jr. Prom next day Newport W/ M.C., I.D., C.F.; Shopping on the run; penny candy; Great Summer w/ R.B., M.C., and Alice. "Red" canoe w/ I.D.; bowling shoes, rides w/ J.A., GF, ILY, CF, I.D., J.K.; Taco Bell; A.A., M.C., J.T., L., + Raynham Chickens; the Renault; Sledding w/ I.D.; party at my house. Eh, where's my tip? Diving Tops Club w/ my Dad. Thanks, Ma, Dad, Papa, GL Lane, Lou, Snor, ILYG.

Christine Gulczynski
"Christy"
338 Hayward Street (B)

Jeremy Hanson
561 Walnut Street (B)
FB 1-4, WT1-4, ST1-4, GL 21, 80, M.L., L.H., J.H., 24, 27, Fats, Sully, Ed + Gimp; Night Skiing w/ Mike, Cyr + S.J.; G'nR w/ Zuke + Urban; Saints game w/D.Z., C.Y., M.T., J.P., M.P., GTw/GF; Mark, Sean, Ted, Mike, Bert + Gimp; Kim, I., thanks for Elmo! Indians' game w/ Abo; U2 w/ Pam; Camp Wishbone w/ the team; Forry; that's my job! Ho Yun; Jr prom; Flex, get Bert's radio; Great time; Good luck, Hadley + Alex; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good luck, B-R Class of 1993!

Vick L. Hastings
"Vick"
251 West Elm Street (R)
Cheering 2-4: RDRS, 1-2; Gymnas, 1; GTw/GF; K.G., B.F., T.K.N., D.S., S.S., J.R., H.P.; Get away driver; 7-31 - 92; Drive thru bkwards.; Mom, wake up call! Halloween '92, Semi w/ M.P.; Shanna, I'm sorry!; Steve, I'll never get all you've done 4 me: Jr. Prom, D.C.-7m per gym; Rollin; K.G. - Bushest: Reardon; Sloth, Piggy, Fudgy; Mrs. F., my 2nd mom; Pike's house; Dave's house; R.P. w/ B.L.K.K.J.C.; Todd, IWALY! Thanks, I.L.Y., Mom + Dad, Jason + Josh, your turn!
Edmund J. Haughey
"Ted"
51 Fiske Drive (B)
CC 1-2, T-1-4, BB 1-3, F.A.; Old Crew, W.K., M.B., C.P., New Crew, J.S., B.R., S.J., C.P., M.C., B.D., K-Mart; Vineyard w/F.G., B.C.; Mustard: Go N.D.; Wow, Latin; Hermes House Buster; All Nighter; Jr. Prom; Beach Signs; Steven Wright; C.P., J.H.; Looking at U; Picnic Pants; Quick change, Junior Lodge, Flex, Halloween; Jones, S.J. + M.C.; Slacker; Murphy, Hello the Clock; Good Luck, Colleen + Kadd; Thanks, Mom for everything.

Cassandra Henderson
"Casey"
216 High Street (B)
G.T.w/G.F; Rm. 102; Sache, Aug. 4; food fight; "92 w/M.M + J.M.; Middleboro: How R U Feeling, A.G? D.D.S.; Thanks for the money, H.P! TLC Concert; Shayne I/W/A/LY 7/17/92; Thanks Mary for always being there. Miles, wasn't that fun, Amy? Boohog, Why did everyone change? Sorry, K.M., nobody's perfect; good times Kim N.; Ruby, good luck with J.L.; Mary "the Lizard King" Thank you to my family for being there.

Brian Hermes
980 Pleasant Street (B)
Football 1-4, Spring and Winter Track 2-4, Capt.4, Get'nPC, P.N. on the floor, Mo., Capper, J.G., P.M., G.T/GF Zuke’s parties, me and R.C. 7/12/92. GT at G.W., Prom with K.H., Best Frosh Football, Superbowl at B.U., Sigma Chi. Thanks, Coach Almeida, Thanks, Mom and Dad! See ya, BR!

Mathias Hillion
"Mat"
104 Richmond Street (R)
BR 4; Great thanks to the Bousquin & James Families; Paris was faraway, but I spent a fantastic year in New England; Tim, Ehren, Driz, Evan, July, Lynda, Kathie, Hillary, 3, Kelly, Brian, Mark, Dona, Amy, Jim & the others. Je vous aime et ne vous oublierai jamas. Chantal, Daniel, Mítou Baguera, Coluche, Rénéaud. Le Pere Noel est une ordure. Bye B-R; bye U.S.A.; I will be back.

Renee Holt
130 Eleanor Road (R)
Cheering 1; GT/WGF S.F, J.G., J.K., K.C., F.H., P.G., Summer of "91" 7-1-91; 8-4-91; 4-24-92; The Marriott; the Lake", H.F., don’t drown!; Camping "92"; "Oh my head!"; Concerts; WAAF; 16 hrs Oozy; S.F., don’t spill the drinks; Chicary Chic; Roy Rogers; The Shadow; Ing. per. 4; Chippendales; Kimbird; Are we a jinks; Physic dreams; Fireworks - oh ya; Future trips; Foxboro fair; GLTAMF; Thanks, Mom, Dad, John, GL Derek, M.A., D.B., ILYG; C-ya B-R!

Anne Marie Howell
244 Robinson Street (R)

Stephen Hughes
"Houston"
38R Richmond Street (R)
CC 2,3,4 capt.; wr 1,2,3; wt track 4; S/Track 1,2,3,4: ccc-b 2 w/S.J., B.R., T.H., S.S., C.P., J.S., T.R., J.B., R.E., P.R., Quinny; my party w/S.D., C.S.; thanx Scott; bret newspaper; Kmart w/S.J., B.R., T.H.; Do-nut runs w/3 pr.; club car; pantom’s keys; staying in my car; good luck. Brian+Bill. Thanks, Mom and Dad.
Ehren Hunt
80 Austin Street (B)

Sarah A. Hunt
“Snob”
122 Sully Road (R)
Falmouth Beach 92/; Holiday Inn 10-14-92; KFC; 10-6-91; GAP; BWAA; MMCreasy; Tired; Swanker; Fashion Police; “likebutter”; “coffee”; Sarah Connor; R-PCrew; Hanging w/Crew; B-Crew; GT + GF: K.B.A.T.D.T.G.G.D. K.W., T.M., K.G., J.F., A.H., J.N. J.H.; 93 Summer; Plans CAPECOD; HELLO; GSWJ; meeting Jim love u always. Thanx Mom+ Dad, Luu U always. The brat. But most of all I Thank my self for surviving it!

Steven Hurley
125 Bayberry Circle (B)

Michael Innocenzi
“Inno”
763 North Main St. (R)
School-Thank God That It’s Over!!! F.B.: (M.G.) Hi to Everyone!!! Shaw’s! 21 (G.G.); Hi to Everyone; Esp. All; S.D. People: L.S., M.H. Friendly’s + Diane, (Always!); D.D., I’ll Miss You! My 240SX; Mom, Dad, + Jen-Thanks for everything!! To everybody else I didn’t mention, but should have, THANK YOU!!... inno.

Evan Matthew James
“Spaz” / “EJ”
348 North Street (B)
Band1-4, Jazz2-4, S. Tr.2-4, W. Tr.2-4, Soc.3-4+; Hook the Jesler: Benny Southstreet; Moonface; shot past Roy; Once Upon A Mattress; Mame; Guys and Dolls; Anything Goes; mouse-catcher; Bruin’s rule; scoring the goal #77 Ray Bourque; Bourque, Canadians (odious); Thanks to: Rodboy, Gretzky, Cheech, Bishop, Harvard, J.M., M.C., C.R., A.M., N.S., B.J., J.C., M.M., R.C., and everyone else. Thanks, Mom and Dad, I love you.

Kyle D. Jardim
26 Shady Lane (R)
GT + GF: J.L., T.C., D.G., B.K.; Summer of ’92 in NH w/ Joe: First two gigs w/ Joe and Dave @ Prattown and @ the church. Playing guitar w/ Joe for tenth grade English class; To Joe, I hope the next time you’ll be left in the kitchen.

Kimberly A. Jenkins
“Kim, Duck, Berly Kins”
111 Mt. Prospect Street (B)
Band 1-4, Qbc, VA, FL, ?Dr, MJ, 4 Sp.Tr.1-4; Wilt, Lilt; SADD; R.S.; F.L.C., P.C.C.; H.O.L.S.; Lion A.S.B.D.M.Aa! UMass; Y.W.Y; Sandy! K.P’s Pock I'm Dancing; Mashpee; Sun., Rev.; Kermit; Rutland, UR Cute; Bus Trips; J.R.’s L.G.’s; Bath; T.R.R., Yak! Hut! 9-29 P.T.V.; Frump: 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, Hood: 0.000-eva-Love: Tracey, Chris, Tim, Mandy, Liam, Wade, Kristen, Jon, Matt, Pelah, Band, Help: Fm B.S., J.L., P.P., Mom+ Dad, Thanks for love + support!

Sean M. Jennings
134 Harvard Street (B)
CC1-4 Capt, ST Track 1-4; W Track 4; Ski1-4, CCFBall w/ Barns: K-Mart w/E.H., B.R., S.H., GTw/GF: Ed, Bert, Sully, Gimp, Morany, Pam, Burny, Vineyard w/Sully, Bert, Ed, Woodtree Tree at Wachusett w/ M.M., Pam: Flex’s Brown Limo 10-31-92; Jones at Cumby’s; kicking w/Bret I never had a; F.A., Running w/Murph: Seiling w/Pitts, Forklift Double w/Pam: Cowfields, woods, walk w/CYR; Prom + Beach; Thanks, Ma and Dad!
Aimée Johnston
75 Beech Street (B)
"Don't dream it, be it!" Thanks to all who have made me the sick person I am, esp. my friends: The cure, Bickford's; Boston R.H.P.S., concerts; All the times in AZ-(D.W.,M.K., etc.); T.H., you're so beautiful AL+ the eyeball peelers! Sean, the goatlord; H.K., the earthqueen L.B my B.F. A.H! ok, ol J.K. bang G.A., the ball + chain polka! T.K. darol E.W., no thank you! spotlights! odoriferous; "c"; woofwoof! Stylish! Byel!

Jennifer Kelley
"Jen"
491 Vernon Street (B)

Josh Kemp
"Josh-ooh-aah"
20 Meadow Lane (B)
Skipping; Alienate; See You Next Year; Never smoked in the Boys Room; Never Learned Nothing, Sabbath Rules! Beelzebub Rev, Funky Flying the F Clef; Long School Days... Mashed Potatoes; Twisted Sister; Bee Gees; Hey Ladies, Get Funky; End Racism, Ink Brother TERE Yeh Natas, B.C.H. Rules! BANG Sue Rules! "Hi, Mary Ann + Pete."

Bethany A. King
"Beth"
38 Springhill Avenue (B)

Kelli M. Jones
"Kels"
40 Meadow Ln. Apt. 5 (B)
BB1, Dancing 1-2-3; Thanks to my family, I LOVE YOU... A.C.; K.C.-K.J., BBF; C.F., J.B., C.A., W.A.C.S., R.M.B., J.S., N.C., J.D. Great times w/ Clan! Wantee, what's up? 6/28/92 W.R. Unbelievable... The Chain @ JB! Color Me Badd @ Rocky Point... Kristy's House... Colorado w/T.J.; Fight w/a guardrail! Swift Beach; GH; The Porche; J.R.; B.H.90210; Pucky Woo-Woo; Punch Buggy-No Returns... Thanks to everyone, C-Ya B-R!
Mary Elizabeth King
“Mary Beth”
85 Oak Street (R)

Jennifer A. Kondrotas
“Jen”, “J.A.K.”
138 Pleasant Street (B)
GT & GF, R.G., S.F., K.C., H.F., R.H.P., J.G., J.R., P.S., C.G., A.D., G.T.; mat; joyride; beach; horses; cliff; prom; lounge; flying mirrors; chow; pet cat; 1st driving lesson; future trips; camping; Maine; Katie; whale-watching; ice skating; storke; riscen; Mariem; hot summer days; firer house; good & bad times; I’ll come out smiling: Thanks Mom & Dad, I love u guys: good luck C.K., M.H., J.R.; I Luv You, Dan, good luck; 89 C ya, B.R.

Jill Kowalewski
585 Forest Street (B)
Gymn 1:4; Cape Cod Suicide Alley; Per 6 w/ J.K. & J.R.; 4th per w/ A.G., A.N., & A.G.: I need the front; Jr. Prom w/ AW-switched dates; Riverside w/ A.W. & L.D.; I need to see everyone; meanwhile; PCC w/ A.N., Gymn w/ A.W.; Boston w/ A.W.-Z. & A.N.; Florida w/ A.W.-44 and still work; the milk bottle on Sunday mom. w/ A.W.; GT & GF, A.W., A.N., A.G., L.D., B.L., J.C., S.S., J.C., J.R., J.P., R.P. & J.P.; good luck to Matt, Sarah, Stephanie, J.C. & C.D.; Thanks, Mom and Dad; Miss C.S.

Keri A. Krovit
“Krov, Krabbi”
111 Hayward Street (B)

Kristen D. Lane
12 Nottingham Drive (R)

Caroline Elizabeth Latimer
“Lat”
42 Alice Road (R)
Soc 1, 2; S. Track 1, 2, 3, 4; FLC; YB: Ski 1, 2, 3, 4; Steave 1, 2, 3, 4; The beginning; April 1st; Hyannis w/ M.F. + B.L.; FGRS; BAL SHTS w/ M.E. & B.B.; +K.H. on Halloween; Prom w/ S.H., The Master Plan w/ L.P.; What’s @ K-mart @ 2.00 AM? L.D.’s house w/K.G., B.L., B.C., M.C., and who else? Afgan man: Getting caught w/B.R. TOPPER; Relish, The capri + the pole; Thank you, Chef D.S.; Thanks for everything, Dad, Mom and Kathryn.

Steven Kingsley
“Kingsbury”
740 Vernon Street (B)

50
Heather Ann Laubinger

"Lobby"
182 Center Street (B)
S. track 2; R.S. 4; Ski trip 1-4; Sking in Canada - "I can't get off!";
L.B., Thanks guys, I couldn't have made it without you!... Summers w/ Meg, "Pride's"... courage is beautiful... "Cagui's mobile"... D.J., "dreams"... H.B. + hm. m. w/ Kelsey woman; thanks, Pudge, M.P. + S.P. "Oh what a night... Mike '92 "Ahh"; be good, Mike + good luck... thank you, Mom + Dad, I Love You! I Made It!!

Christopher Michael Leahy

"Chris"
32 Walter Drive (R)
FB1-4 Capt., Baseball: 1-4 Capt., W. Track 2 3-BB 1, SC 3-4
Pres., GT+GF 575.76, 30.22, 15, 37, 77, 89, 34, A.S., R.G., D.M., 1991 OCL Champs... Magnificent... Zuke's 90.91... Pike's 92... Chinese F-Drill w/ D.B., J.B., S.B... I hate Newport... The Chase w/ M.M. 103/376... V-ball @ Dice's... Edgewood... Triple "S" BOB... Byrd's Nest... Grounded; IVALY, Danielle 9/20 /91; Good Luck, Al J., Andrew, and Patrick... Thanks, Mom and Dad... ILY Thanks, Coach Pi

Tom Learned

"TL"
234 Robinson Street (R)
7A '92; J., M., H., M.M., Basic Training; Fl. J., SC; GT & GF, JR. From; NH, R.A.,ahaha; didn't see that cop; car crash, D.T.; Miss Regional '92; M.H. still waiting; Show; many cars; G.G., K.P., Jan '93; M.M., can't wait;AIT. training; Senior year at BR, almost done.

Amy Lauren Leucy

"Amis"
108 Maple Avenue (B)
Drama-2,3; Ski-1,3; Voice-2,4; Bu' ds- R.T., L.F., J.C., S.S., S.V., Bert, K.G., B.L.; my Bonnie; W/OYO, Loon; Milk ducts; Gyn+MTLC; US; Steve, T.R.-State-o-mind; Lakeville; New Yrs.'91; Boston; Cape; accident; 22 & 27; stray cats-36 & SS; bar or dinner? Smitty & Traco; Landlord; clay pits-keys J.L. & J.O.; Sue on the bike, roll it! If you see Trent & Leucyer... Digits-word 'em up, Sue!! L.F., live and let die, Thanks-J.P. & Bros., love U M & D.

Erin Lenahan

21 Hickory Drive (R)
Semi '91; Halloween '91; Lorenzo's; OAKLEY; Jeep w/ J.F.D. Summer '92; GT w/ Shawn, IVALY, 7/82, Thanks, Mom, Dad, Barbara, Ryan, Grandparents, ILY guys, I finally made it! GL, Ryan.

Bill Lewis

"Lewie"
459 Elm Street East (R)

Stephanie J. Leydon

45 Legge Street (B)
LY: Jim, Ben E.F., "Ayle cool"; Keil's party; Gnr w/ Matt: Ozzy w/ George; Extreme w/ Scott; 3K + Depot w/ Steve McGinn; Wendy's driveby's; Heath's number; Munchkin bowling w/ E.F.; Botelho on foot + Oak St.
ence, K.K. + the baby; Maine w/ Kelly; Thanks;
Ricoes + Fitzgibbons, Mom, Dad, Michelle and Mike.

Edward Lindsey

105 Pine Ridge Drive (B)
Jamie Lilalian

393 Center Street (B)

It is about time! I would like to remember "The Dome." Shout out to everyone in Salem + Revere. Jones X. What up? Junior Prom Night. Atlanta 93. J.W. finally got rid of the Big V. Missing: Brian + Where is Scruffy? Hall of Shame. Psycho: will have his revenge! James: Keep the bat outta trouble. Thanks to: Mom + Dad, Gram + Gramp, Rich and the rest of my friends... See Ya!

Kerri Lynch

740 King Street (R)

Soccer 1-4; BBall 1-4; Capt. State Champs '90; OCL Champs '92; SADD 1-4; SB 1; BF Jenny Y.G.A.F.; T.V. ILY3 Boston Garden; 8 Sec.; Sr. Prom '90 Gregg, YTB: Camps w/T.R., I.L.P. oopps! Tracy G.L @ S.C. T.F.E.; Days off; w/ Amy C; Vin's w/T.R.K.N.J.R.; That's illegal U2 w/T.R.V.L; Nanski; Miss Reg. '92 @ H.R.P's; HRCA-C.D. w/ S.S. + S.F.; YGATI! C.C.w/A.C.+ S.S.; JHSw/OF; KH.TFE! GL @ Iowl! I miss you. Grant -2/28/92 TY-G.T.C.M.M.C.Laf Chris: There's no one I admire more, thanks, Mom+Dad, ILY.

Steven G. Macdonald, Jr.

1190 Pleasant Street (R)

S Track 1234; W Track 12; NHS 34; Ski 234; MT 234; "It's so easy" The Wall. Camping with ATV. Drive thru / the fry finger at Mc-Dee's; The Grand Canyon Experience: "Where do we go now?" WAAAF/AIC-Dirt, P.J.-Ten; NIN; G'nR Concert x 2; U2; Hiking and Skiing, Killington, "Chay Czar Voo" Man, now I gotta actually do something; Thanks, family M.M.; M.J.; A.P.; K.I.; K.M.; J.B.; D.P.; and rest of my friends for the best time.

Ian Mackinnon

"Boopas"

15 Clarence Avenue (B)


Jarrod MacKinnon

43 Arrowhead Drive (B)

Ice Hockey 1-4, 12/4/92 through 12/6/92 Tournament in Niagara Falls, Paintball Wars w/P.B. + M.B., car chases from Hingham, the Blasts, Donut runs in Electronics 123, P.B.'s surprise party, GT+GF. Thanks, Mom, Kevin, Myles.

Beth Litzen

"Lil, Litzy"

47 South Main Street (R)


Michelle L. Macedo

"Mitch"

185 Titicut Road (R)

Andrew MacLeod
“Denis”
85 Beech Street (B)
Montreal 93; Moniac Driving;
Watch your heads! The Wrecking Crew; Savardian, turn around; the train is coming;
Nate’s overnight party; Midnight; SU; BA-NA; cheats!

Kristen Magnifico
122 Harvard Street (B)
WAC2-4; MT2-4; HJN2U23; HMC4; Ski Club1-4; YB4;
Mame, Mattress, G.D; Quebec 1; Virginia 3; Fun Times w/ Kerrie, Susie, Addi, Saudra, Val, Jeff, K.C, T.G, J.P, H.W.;
P.S, M.V w/Susie; Pirates; Empty T; The H.O; Dramatic Dancing + American Music; Fluther, Wire Tapping; Carimer; Kerrie is Petalloyed; He Won’t Talk To Me; Susie, You’re Pathetic; “I killed him” Spilling drinks; 100% Acrylic; I’m Cool like that! Thanks, Mom + Dad.

Kelly M. Maher
Ramroodale Drive (R)
road 2-4, PLC 2-4, YB 4, PL 2-
So I sank, who cares? Driz-
body, lunch fights; K.C’s umper, surprise party-cake
gift, Montreal... K.M.- Smell-
r. up to 3 am; your fault! Stay
Hill... K.C.- Smelliest; so-
er at 2 am-shut up! Good Luck
w/ C.N., J.G. or J.P.; tri-
els... Hill-silk shirts, guys-
Ly! S.T. - epitome of style... A.C.- big mistake, hugel
GF- B.D., T.S., B.K., T.H.,
M.M., K.F., M.G., A.O...
thanks, Mom, Dad, + Family,
Good Luck H + J.

Mary Maloney
200 Whitman Street (B)
Soc 1-4; SB1, 2, 4, BB2-3;
G.T. w/ G.F.; Casey’s House;
Clarke’s House; Rm. 102, Red
Sox gm. w/ Amy; What Happen-
Zuke’s; 8-4-92; Sean, calm
down! Nantucket w/ Clarke +
Steve; signs, boat, H.H. 8-28-92
Tricor sign; TLC w/ C.H., J.M.,
A.C.; Sharon’s Soccer Party;
Food Fight + E.M.D.; skiing w/ A.C. Jason, I.W.N.F.Y., Thanks,
Mom, Dad, + Fam. I.W.A.L.Y.

Matthew Marchisio
35 Partridge Trail (B)

Chris Marrese
“Mo”
486 South Street (B)
Soc1-4, Ice Hockey 2-3, RS4;
M.S., P.D., J.M., A.M., L.H. in
TX.; Runs to Taunton-Boots!
Plymouth w/ C.K.; Cape visit;
The Stang- Better leave it
home; Seeing R. + D.; Wild one
at Fenway w/ D., L., + all; Com-
ing home from the B’s; Al
Bundy, B’s, C’s, Sox, + Pats;
Thanks, Mom + Dad. Good
luck, Mark.

Alicia Marshall
42 Cynthia Drive (R)
1st w/ GF; Tierney, K.W., K.C.,
E.M., A.A., G.C., D.N.,
J.W., K.W., J.C., D.S., + Sai;
love ya, M.C., Joe M., C.S.,
M.B.C., I love you, Shawn,
prevere, 12/20/91; Michele +
T forever; C.S. + R.E.; Stan;
Michele + Diane; Ms. O’Toole;
L.T., Good luck. Buzz’s party;
Michele, why? Michele, find you Amy
loose again! Thanks, Mom +
Dad. Love ya; Good luck. Mich-
le, M.T., A.M. friends forever.

Mark Martin
“Marty”
30 Greenbrier Lane (B)
FB 1; Hockey 2-3; Hockey
games; proms; Pike, I love you,
big mallard; S.M.’s house; I’m
fine; B.H.’s house, bat; Mr.
Burton’s class; Emma’s; pool w/
Dawn; I win; GT w/ S.M., G.D.,
J.G., B.H., V.H., M.M., B.C.,
C.C., M.F., D.G.;
the creamscake; Bagley’s house;
Marty Mark at J.B.; Mom, Dad,
thanks; Dawn, I love you.
Thanks, V.H.; Chris, Good
luck.
Yamaris Martinez
"Yama"
198 South Street East (R)
Seniors at last J.L. don't crash at tms; E.L. don't I'd ducksies; no men's rm; use stairs; no hills; H.F. w/o w. J.'s driving; KIT T.C., I'll miss you; KIT K.K.; "4 eva Yama"KIT S.T. u luv u go git; D.S.C.S. thnx 4 bng
my friends all the yrs. N.M. b grl w/yum yum; Grl + S.F. don't trp our chns; D.M. Gt Yrs. light; sis hv fun; Mrs. Smith, thanks for being there for me; you are my 2nd mom. I'll miss you. To all my friends: good luck, Jrs.; Mom. thanks; I love you. See ya.

David Maw
23 Darlene Drive (B)
FB 1-4; W-T 1-4, capt.; French award-2; Physical Education-3; Good luck to all upcoming Seniors, especially P.M., P.S., C.Y., D.S. Thank you, Mr. L. for weight room; I would like to thank period 3 Electronics class for a GT the past 2 years. Shriners '92; the week before Halloween last year. P.D. truck at E. B'water; IL M.M.

Katharyn M. McCormack
"Katie"
221 Temi Road (R)
SB 1-4, Cheerings; BFF: K.B.; RhIs TATW: GT w/GF: Raf, L.B., B.K., Squeea, M.P., Blue Van; Alex's real fun, NOT; Thanks, Jill: Linda's house Summer '92, the Teenage Wasteland; going up w/Raf + B.K.; The Name game: Jr. Prom weekend & Onset; RUSH+U2: Nice try M.T.H.; Steve Miller, G. L. K. L. A.R. Miss y'all Billy R. 3/26/91 - 7/21/92? Thank You! IWNFY; Thanks Mom, Dad, Janel, Paulie; I L.Y! G.L., Mikey, + T.

Nicole Martino
562 Vernon Street (B)
Nicole + Damon: 7/27/92 GT+GF: L.M., D.O., M.G., E.L., S.M., H.B.; D.O. walking into the locked door; shake the body at CVS; main drag; Kim a Friendly; look at that tan; playing pool; good luck to every one; swimming in our clothes; really like Van Halen; seeing L.M.'s head go side to side thanks, Mom + Dad.

Sean Patrick McCloy
PO Box 815 (R)
Skiing 1-4; Photography 2/3; "We've been dancing w/ Mr. Brownstone; Achtung Baby; It's so Easy; I used to Love her but ...; GN'R + Metallica 9/11/92; Thanks to God, friends, parents, sister, teachers + school; J.B.: Mr. B.; Killington, S.M., A.Q., C.W.; Let me show you something; I'm on the night train never to return.

Lauren A. McElroy
"Little Chuck" "Red"
49 Elizabeth Drive (R)
GT w/GF: N.M., M.G., E.L., K.B., C.M.; the kitchen table; C.M. - H.T. 4 eva; 3/6/92; D.O. + N.M. 4 eva; C.M. + M.G. forever; Mess & milkman; camping w/B.D. Halloween '91; A.M., S.F. IWNFY; GT + T.M.C./the play ground w/K.D.; Brains man Garbage man, C.V. Graveyard talks; broadcast w/M.M.; Senio year GT w/David; fooball games '91. Thanks to all my friends; We finally made it; L.YA Mom + Dad; GL, Robin + Ken M.M., Thanks for everything!

Jill M. Medeiros
746 South St. East (R)
SB 123; GT w/GF: UKWUR; food fight '92 w/M.M.C.H.; GT in Mr. Buron's class w/ J.R., K.N., S.P., A.C.; 2 min. to w/Jen; S.F.; rm 102 Sach; Jr. Prom DTC; SDTC w/K.R., 2/14/92; TLC w/M.M., C.H., A.C.; BF: A.R.; IWABHU; Nelly-RBF; Hi to the baby; TFBTWINU; IWABHU; KC GL w/S. UDI; Hey, Mary, BBW; Alex's not. Sorry guys! M.O. YAAM; Ken- 2/14/91/ IWALYNW, IMU, BIAWTV; Thanks for all you've done. Jan. Thanks for everything, Mom + Dad IOU; GL, Jay.

Michael E. Medeiros
P.O.Box 496 (B)
FB 1-4 capt.; S Track 1-4; W Track 2-4: the Chase w/C.L.; P.M., S.R., J.P., P.M., B.D., D.M.; Superbowl '91 21-20; Shriners '92; Pik's; Pats w/76.37, 53.27, J.S.; Supersoakers w/78, M.C.; Op.; Fumigation; Woodsy at Wach; "Hog Squad"; "Sac, you got the floor." Taunton 37-8; kill A.J., G.L., 21, 22, 24, 15, 27, 34, 37, 53, 72, 75, 76, 78, 80, 82, 89; Zuke's '91; no guts to ask; Junior Miss w/21, S.J., R.T.; FB on Sundays; Good Luck, Suave; Thanks, Mom Y.T.B.
Kathleen M. Michaud
1649 Broadway (R)
FH 1-2; W-S Tr 1-2; st. gov.
day 3-4; GT w/GF; Puerto Plata
'91 w/B.N. What a week;
IWALU Rich 4/19/91; Old Sil-
wer; Skiing ME, "Don't sit on
your assid!" You're in the park-
ing lol! Scuba-we're certified!
Sr. Prom '91Admiralty; Jr.
Prom '92; "I don't even eat
tomatoes!" Oops x 2; Bo keeps
fighting; aka Ug-Bug; Bay
States '91gold; congrats, Debb-
ie and Jamie; GL Susanne;
Thanks, Chip, Mom, Dick + Pat;
I love you, Rich.

Kimberlee L. Milbert
"Bert"
65 Legge Street (B)
V.P.3-4, S.B.1-2, W. Trk2; Skil-1-4,
FC1-4, PC, Y.B...BFA Ker, Kate,
my- get caught-up...? sip. ov.
7/30, Daytona 50 w/K.K.+ K.M.
girls nite out, woods phy, 4K'S @
7...Em Sq? Rucke's, R. Point,
Kam's/Cp's, K.G., B.L.+ "the
gang" F-semi. B.P.C, 3-semi
S.Jr. Prom-Nantucket "Days),
Yes, Kem' Const. Mission, M.D.
G. am. dog, VERMIL QCY-Capt.
A' Nats 91-93 A.L., Dave 9/22/
1 WALY! Bye, Keam, GL Kate,
hanx every-1 Mom, Dad, Tim,
 ngọt-I-LY! Bye!

Mary Miller
625 Hall Street (R)
12/19/91; I love you, Sean.
Thanks for making me stay in
school. I told you I could do it
Mom + Dad. Dawn, never for-
ter Chuck's class! That was the
deal! GT w/K.D.,
K.D.+D.S.; E.M., H.P. in
Soph, English; G.C. thanks for
being there. Fun going to
school in the morning w/J.D.
Sean never forget 12/22/91 +1/
21/95. Thanks for all the sup-
port Mom + Dad. Love ya.

Erik Moore
60 Running River Road (B)
Var. Soc. 1-4 (Capt.), WR 1-2,
NHS, Treas. 1-4, SC2-4, SCAdv.
1-4, SAB 4, S Gov., 3..K.B.-11/
22/81-ILY! Thanks!, New Years
Eve...M.D. + M.F.- Stay away
from my basement. B.C., K.K.-
"Big Sid"-WNPY... The "Crew"-
40, Goon, Crk, MH, Bink, Fish,
Cruza, Dunny, Doke, and the
rest... Scrolls... Mardi
Gras... UA... Woods... D...-
Xmas... "Big Plans..." Thanks to
all of my teachers, my friends, and,
most of all, to my family who never
stopped believing... CARPE
DIEM!

Todd Morrisey
130 Faunce Road (R)
Tie w/ GF M.D., G.C., K.W.,
C.J.N., J.F., S.H. A. E.L., J.D.,
T.M., KFC, G.C... K.C. ; k ichen;
aircuts; J.r.y w/J.L.; fun w/
J.D.; hanging at the lot; 7/4 in
he dungeon w/ N.T.; Sp.3 w/
+ T; 10/8; Bradlees w/J.N.;
F. the biggest BWA; my angel
partner K.C.; BF forever
G.+H.D.; Thanks Mom for
cutting-up w/ me; Thanks, Mrs.
., I love you; GL, Erin + Katie;
hanx, K.W., for being there,
but most of all I thank myself for
unriving. C ya, BR.

Schoen Morrison
"Mo"
45 Burrill Avenue (B)
Freshman Summer (Laconia)
L.N.K.H., (Soph Summer);
Mall w/J.M., M.M., A.C., GT w/
J.H., K.D. GT @ Bella's;
McDonough's; Hermes; Blue;
Carver's; Green; Keith Wright's;
(Court); Peab's Patrol at Matt's;
Horseneck; Burger King
(South); walking home; Prom
weekend; Ropeswing;
Portuguese Fiesta; 4th of July,
(Manomet); Great Woods;
Thanks, Dad, So long, B-R!

Elana Mikelus
1548 South Street (B)
Soph yr. GT w/GF
M.M., D.S., K.W., K.D., K.D.,
A.M.; Onset Beach w/
D.S., K.W., H.R.; w's sqz?
K.D.'s party 7/10/91ANIWF;
my house 11/8/91 w's Hooey +
12/13/91 GP: Bsn Jr Prom;
K.W. Speed-SOTFG, SP 24/7
AD+H.LY. Eric; 11/30/91 +
IWFY; K.D.; luscious; M.M.
IWF party in Easton-
strained; K.D. don't fall asleep!
Mom, Dad, Lori, Pam, Rainey.
Papa, thank you, ITY. I made it!

Kelley Moore
70 Grove Street (B)
Poms1-4, Capt., Plays1-
4D. Capt., Danced Like a
T.O.C., Y.B....1/3/90 Mark, I
Love U ALWAYS "C.C 33",
THE GANG; K.M., Driz,
Hill, T.S.B.D; K.M Sankl! AM
Not Mel, Driz B Mobile & JR.
Miss, K.F, K.C., report 2 C.R.
Hill-Hist/P.O.D 2nd-"Backy",
T.S Most Talent NYU here U
Gol, B.D "Don't Let Him In",
M.M's Boat; Bonjour, Matt,
A.Q., J.J., Poms & All G-
Lucky... JR Prom@ Mark's;
Thanks Mom, Dad, & Ubi.
Good Luck, Katie, U will do great!!
Bye BR, It was fun!
Christian Munise
595 Oak Street (B)
Heather B. + me, class artists!
Sooo close; 3/6/92 the dance!
It was meant to be; 4/1/92 was no joke! Goofy rules! Thanks to Dad, Joyce, and to Mom + Dad Tangstrom. I love you all! Masterpiece. Goof loves goofers!
11/30/92 my car is here! I love you, Heather!

Sheila L. Murray
15 Carmel Circle (B)
FH1-4,BB1-2, SB4, BFF-B.K.-ODDS,GT+GF,Lib.,K.R.,K.B.,K.M.,M.P.,Dixieland, Nip, Reggie-
Loon Mt./L.B.,C.F.,’91
GRAMPS, 7/13/92 ILAYMIY,
Steve Miller-How’d we get home? Running on Rt. 93w/ Lab.+T.C.Jr,Prom CAPE, Leo’s w/P.S.-L.B.Summer 92@ L.B.’s.
Sat. Nights, shunned at Hg-B.K.,K,M.,K.B.,Canada-
dishwasher,Cancun ’93-24/7 G.C.Y.+P.S.,Thanks, Mom, Don, +Bill.IYGL Sarah + Sam!

Joanna Nardi
“Jo”
1285 Vernon Street (B)
“You’re so crazy” M.D. B.W.,
Britt, Momma’s little pumpkin, I love you. You too, Jeff junior.
P.W.’s house; GT w/ GF: M.D., A.H., D.P., J.F., summer of ’91 w/H.P., L.A., A.B.+ everyone. I won’t forget; D.P. ILY F!! Thanks for taking us in; Thanks Mom + Dad for all your help. I love you.

Nancy A. Neault
“Nan”
163 Center Street (B)
Gym 1-4; Tr 1-4; Peer 3:YB
4:Sk 1-2; Prom C 3-4;
“Crash”; GT-Rocky Pt.;
“States”; Yomer’s boat; Jr.
Prom; Semis per 3 lounge; Pep rallies; T-day games; bus rides; B.K. or Macd’s? A.P. + J.C.- “Love ya, honeys”...L.D. is the clock ticking? cruising in the Porter mobile... J.L., ILY.
18th B’day: N.H. w/J.L.; skiing;
Good luck, guys, I’ll miss you! Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good Luck, David.

Kim Nelson
“Nelly”
1190 South Street (B)
Cheerleading, 2-4; Mom ILY + IMY,-YATWBW; Billy ILY 4-
23/32; TAS-MLSS, Jen YAMB; J.P. WOTR, G.G.’s Hammer; NY Eve ’92; Summer of 92 w/ J.R&MPB; GTw/JR, D.G.B.F.
K.L., VH, T.R,H.P., J.M., M.B.,
D.Z.D.C.J.P.; D.G.-I love you man; D.Z. HeyBabe; VT731-92;
Camp Morning-Wake-Up-Call; ST; O.Z. 9-25; Vins w/JR.
T.R., K.L.- “That’s Illegal” I
Couldn’t have done it w/out you. Aunt Deb & Uncle Ken, Sonya & Kevin, I love you all very much.

Rebecca R. Nickelson
“Becky”
81 Carver Street (R)
GTw/GF: M.K.,S.F., L.A.T.B.,
K.M.,K.P.,A.V.; Santo Domingo
-banana mamba; sum. 90 weird
+ wld! Happy face; thanks, Mrs.
Schelber; 4 Alt; sum.’91 Love 4-
prom w/no a.c; Ouch, quit it!
Bunny was Invisible boyfriend? thanks for help w/ rides, Mrs.
Aimes; McMenamy’s “I quit!”
M.B., thankfornice! Mary 4 eva
w/Tom, I love you, Mom, Dad, Jen. Where to live? I love you, Chris.

Michael Murphy
“Murph”
47 Fairbanks Road (R)
Hey world, check me out! Driving w/Bret on Mon.; Jogging w/ Sean + Houston...keep prac-
ticing caps Rue, Kev, Rusty, Joe (sorry p-nut)...W S
Track; 600, 440, relay_Aruba
’92 w/Aaron, Davey... “Do it for
Johnny!” Media man...Good
luck Jules! Steve,Bert; Cpl.
Janick; 80mph “slow down
Spanky!” You’re welcome
Sully... Later J.B.,T.H.,C.W.,
A.Q.,J.H.; Thanks Mom,Boy,
Kooky, Jim,Joe,Tom, John... Hey
Dude, Adios the man, Mat, Jen.
Amy E. Nickerson
"Nick"
66 Sunrise Drive (B)
S.B. 1-4; SADD 1-4; GYM, MGR. 3; SCIENCE 1-4; FL-C 1-3; SKI 1; GT-GF, J.K., C.S., J.F., A.G., B.P., L.F., A.W., LOCA; Cape w/ N.B., A.L., Nantucket; U2 w/F.V.; P.C.C 89-90; J.M., BSC w/D.D.; Ball w/T.L., Chill Pad. Work w/J.P., T.A., J.M., M.O., S.O., Mat, Bubble; Two yrs left J.C.; Movies w/J.P.; "I'm Gonna Miss You" C.S.; Diagonal E.F.F.; H.L.E.G.; Thanks; Chuck-Save; Thanks, Mom & Dad... Good Luck, Rob... Peace!

Charlene Nispel
“Charlie, Charlieen-o”
1075 South Street (B)
Flg-S 1; Majorettes 2-3 cap1-3; chorus 1-3; G.F Jen, Cuz, L.T., J.M., M.J., B.M., E.L.M.W. + co.; OTW; Quebec, Virginia; NA Crash '90; FFF; R.T.B.; GnR + Metallica; YOTA; kernel-o's; reg. 2 yr. proms; Sr. prom; 25th party; Shaws; E.L. IWALOY; HFBDC; Dad + Mom, I love you w/all my heart. Thank you Jimcite... 4 never telling Mom, ha ha! ILY, Mike, ILY. You've been great these past 6 yrs. We made it! (Thank God) GLNY; L + L Diel Floridal

Michael Nispel
"Mike, Mario"
1075 South Street (B)
wheeling in Ranger + Bronco; luck in Ranger '80 '81; crashed it; beaching '91; hospital runsitting M.W.; out of tree light on bad mirror; Metallica GnR 1; Why I had bread; Thanks to + D Wells, M.W., S.S., M., C.N., C.G., A.J.; GT w/ J.B., L.C., C.S.; dinner on the beach; the field; the Cape; thanks + love you, Mom + Dad!

Melissa Owens
620 Hall Street (R)

Mark Packard
31 Worcester Street (B)
WL 1-4; 69 Chevelle; GT w/GF B.D., D.D., S.D., M.E., C.S., D.C.; SAT; fire alarm; Jr. prom; OOps K.L.; pizza night w/Piggy; Cherokee; Thurs nights; O fudges + pool hopping; Fri night fights; Dyers; going to the camper w/Piggy; best friends forever; M.S.; Thanks for everything, Mom, Dad + Lisa. See ya B-R.

Gregory W. Page, Jr.
“Paget”
27 Keith Place (B)
+ GF; Hope you all have a psy future; work little to get at you want. Thanks, Mom, d; I'm finally out. "Hated It" to Mick Fly; swing; So long dgwater-Raynham. The d.

Albert W. Paolini
"Al"
119 Stonybrook Rd. (R)
S Track 1-4; Ski 2-4; D.I., A.M., S.P., K.M., B.P.; Bourne scenic - but no record! D.P. S.M. the bridge and Haggerty... no more pao's... M.M., A.P., M.J., + others - the ice is safe!... Anyone for a pack run? E.H., T.L., the Crystal Cafe crew. The Impulse can you fix it? Scott? Shaws such a great job. Thanks, Mom, Dad + Chris. I'll miss this school.
Aaron Brooks Pareigis  212 King Philip Street (R)
"There is a place in Hell reserved for me and my friends." —Morrissey; Amy, Ali, Ehren, John, Dave, Julie, Marty, Katherine, Mike, Chris, Newt — the rest of the world
"The boy with the thorn in his side" — Smiths; Do the "Unstuck"; The Cure; "Surprise! Boston w/ Eh & John.
"We will be, we will be, we will be right by your side. Until the day you die, this is no easy ride." Smiths

David Kazimir Pareigis  212 King Philip Street (R)
W tr '24; S tr '24; OCL jav champ. '92; Ski 3-4; D-mode '90; U2. Toad, M-issue, Cure '92; Bay States Javelin 1st w/ J.T.C. + M.B.; J.T.C. "Will it ever pay off?" polar bear; MIT rush w/ J.T.C. + E.H.; Jr. Prom w/ L.D.; Sr. Prom w/ Mon; Stellafane w/ J.T.C., E.H., A.P.; Rollerblading at Esplanade w/ J.T.C.; "Sorry about the windshield E.H. " Mon's throw a party" Fratmen D.P. + J.T.C.; U2 rules "Try to throw your arms around the world."

Mark A. Peabody  "Peabs"
157 Richmond Street (R)
FB 1-4; Tr 1-3; BB 2; WL 1-4; GT w/ GF 76, 21, 22, 80, 77, 37, 34, 39, 72, 67, 15, 73 42? R.G., A.H., N.W., D.C.G.S., J.P., BAE; Zuke's '90, '91, '92; campfire, 5 KIM, good luck S.L.B.; Pike's Seniors S.M.U.; Edgewood w/ J.W.; B.L.D.; 10/ 31/76; Urb's Apt. '92; WNEC; Byrd's Nest; OLC Stower; Jr. skip day; chill; chops; V-ball @ Dice's; 4 pt. plan; Jr. prom; Triple "S" GLTMF: Adam, Doug, Justin, Chris; Good luck J.K., S.L.S. FFE; HLDM; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Karen ILY.

Jacqueline Marie Penney  "Jacqui, Jacqueline"
65 Charles Street (B)
Figure Skating 1,2,3,4; K.P. choc. muffins. What would you pick for a cure for? Chapstick! N.L. Thought you'd fail, NOT! J.P. Don't worry you'll make it! Little sis. Good luck, Justina Pasлина, keep skating! "Hey, I know him!" Emily good luck, C.T.C.F.; Mullen "You know how it is?" Tanya M.J. Ryan, Best Friends Forever! Never would've made it w/out you! Good luck next year! I'll be there, as always! Ma, Dad, START SAVING!!!

Christopher J. Perry  "Style King"
423 Oak Street (B)
I didn't get involved because I didn't want to. Thanks, Moe for 4 great years. Pizza, donut runs. GT w/ C.B., P.S., D.G., J.S., P.G. in printshop; GT in drafting w/ G.L., S.D., R.C.; B.K., D.B., J.B.; Thanks, Jay for showing me the light; Skating Bridgewater, Boston + all the other towns; R.L., B.E., J.K., J.M., A.B., M.D.; It's been tough, but I made it. The Mighty Mitsubishi; Beasities; End Racism; PTNZI.

Jose Maria Perez Gomez  "Boris"
585 Forest Street (B)
Exchange student from Spain, Madrid. Living with a very friendly family in Bridgewater; Soc. player; Ski; GT + GF; Thank you, Roberto, for your help; Special denote for my parents, Braullo, Raquel, all my family in Spain; I like the United States but miss Spain; I prefer Spain; The last thing that I want to say is that I really miss El Cordero de Navacerrada.

Joseph Jay Petkus  "Jay"
35 Jennifer Circle (B)
Elizabeth A. Phaneuf
“Beth”
50 Mt. Prospect Street (B)
St. Tr., W.T. Hr, C.C, Capt. 3,4; S.A. B. R., WC Bros. J. B.,
Wanna Jazz? "B". This Top 3 Cats: B. M., P. B., U. B. "C"
at the mall; L. F. C. Dance; Camp K.; B. R. Let’s read some
d-shirts; 3/21/91; T. E. O. T. 1. C. L., Edgewood; Dave D. thanks
to everything. WNFY-BL. It’s Sr. yr.!” C. T.-Michio, RBR-TYAKH-
D. M. E. F., skD., by; Cars are better TIA! Cheese S. K.; GL
Sam; TY M + D-ILY.

Helen Pike
“Melon”
18 Stetson Street (B)
your treat. Feud, I have egg in my ear; NYE ‘92: Get off my
head; T. Scamaro out of gas w/ J. R.; 4-per. crew; Westfield
R.A. #1: N. B.; Danny Vaughn 2/14/92: no matter what you’ll al-
ways be in my heart! ILY; Jackie, you’re the most wonderful
sister I could have. To all my family, thanks for every-
thing, Mom + Dad I wouldn’t have made it w/out you. ILY.

Justin Z. Pike
578 Main Street (B)
B 1-4; W. L. 1-4; OCL Champs
31; SB 21-20; GT w/ 75, 22,
160, 15, 34, 89, 37, 87, 32,
4, 73, 72. GT + GF; R. G.,
P. D. V. L., S. D. O. S. B., R. R.,
E. D. D., H. J.; B. T. w/ A. H.,
Soraza, Marshfield + Cape w/ H., + R. G. + slphin’ 72 C. M.;
March w/ N. W., R. G., J. U., P. D.,
M. A. S. M. F. + B. V. ball @ Dice’s;
The 92 vase; 72 rounds; Jr. pr. w/ O.; BLD; GL-SLBs; H. L. D. M.;
1 T. w/ B. - N. W., S. L. S. -
J. P. A. S. D. M.; WNCC; 10/31;
5 Fun w/ K. K.; GL + TY, K. L. +
1 T. IWNFY, K. O.; Thanks,
Mom, Dad, Dice, Mary; GL, Steve
Alles.

Lisa Ann Pimeo
“Pin”
72 Dean Street (B)
Soc 1,2,3; I.C.C.: B. R., your
house; I’ll miss u C.L.; my trunk,
S. Y.; Thanks, K. B., U. R. A. mess;
J. P.; nice carpet bowl; S. C., Val,
Elm St.; Cipili, Luv ya; Fitz l
lur your car, M. C., D. K.; A. A.
Sorry about our cat. Semi 91;
Semi 92 Thanks, Mark; Jr. Prom
w/ Bud; never forget, Steve.
Chuck, Bob, E. S.; Wilborn, the
Exxon men; speedo; L. D. K. G.;
Car, C. T., B. P., A. N., Jr. miss;
B. C. G. L., Sharon, Luv ya;
Thanks, Mom + Dad youth, Jt.;
CVS no lights, Fire BRI!

Scott D. Pitta
“Peeta”
93 Atkinson Drive (B)
WR 1-3; FB 1, 2; Drama 1-4; Ski
1-4; Skydiving 4; Bootcamp
92; Thanks, D. S. P. L. POP; Ivy
Boys stay cool! Last 0 of the
Raiders; FCC w/ B. D. T. D.,
T. S. K. W. + the dog. “A tale
told by an idiot full o’ sound + fury
signifying nothing.” Do what you
want 4 few wishes come true
by themselves! Thanks,
Mom, Dad, Bro.; “I’m leaving on
a jet plane. Don’t know if I’ll be
back again.” Bye, J. P.; Saxony
found the Grail.

James Plouffe
“Jim”
467 Pine Street (B)
It has been a fun few years
Amy, Linda, Donna + Julie.
Good luck, Ted with both the
National Guard + Danielle! Oh!
Monica, use a Phillips screw
driver instead of a flathead.
Mat, have fun back in France.
See ya around, Aaron, Ehren,
Dave + everyone else I forgot to
tention.

Amy Elizabeth Porter
“Porter”
91 Tillicut Road (R)
H 1-4; GYM 3,4; Ten, 1-4; J. C.
Mass; Pike; Dris, you’re sexy!
Anchor Night w/ the little ones;
Justin’s; Rocky Point - the free
dill; D. S. - Manc; don’t forget
W. w/ M. + J. Cape Cod; Jr.
from ’92: Fusk-New Year’s Eve
11-92; “The Recovery;” His
name is O’ what? K. B. - you’re
welcome; Ludlow w/ D. S., J. C.,
S. E. D. B. L., K. M., K. K., A. R.
M. K. G. B. C. C., C. C., G. D.
A. M. C; Colley w/ the guys;
See ya; GT + GF; Thanks, Ma.
God; Good luck, Jake.

Christopher O. Potter
261 Mt. Prospect St. (B)
BB 1-4; T. 1-4; Pot; Gimp; JPK;
Axe; GT w/ T. H, B. R.,
J. S. J. R., M. C., S. J. C. H.; Stev-
en Wright; T. H., J. H. missed
the exit; C. H. go nuts; Signs w/ T.
J. R. opened my door. M. K.
double or nothing. Quick
change. Hit the wall. B. R. look-
ing at you. Celts’ games w/ Bret;
Working at the farm. Hi-
jack w/ M. M., M. C., S. J., T. H.,
M. K.; bloody face. Thanks
Mom, Dad, Nick, teachers.
Good luck friends, Class of ’93.
Mary P. Poulin
539 Elm Street (B)
FH 1-3; BB 1-2; FLG 1-4; GT w/ GF; B.K., S.M., K.B., K.M., K.R.; BF w/ L.B. - Pinky; Partyvan; "Doin' the Butt" in Canada '91; Soph. PP w/ surprises; they'd kill me! Pringles GT w/GF; I miss you Halcy; "Why don't you cook some bac?" GT @ King's house; Jr. pr. @ the Cape; "Wastin' Away in Margaritaville" '92; Late nights w/ L.B. + V.L. - knives, mist + B.K.; L.B. - selfish night; "safe home" ILY Johnny; J., M. + D.

Adam L. Quimby
54 Nicholas Road (R)
Soc; 1-W. Track; 1,2,3,4; S Tra 1,2,3,4; Ski 1,2,3,4; Gold Arches; Guns 'N Roses "5 Good luck: C.W., J.R., S.M., J.J. D.P., H.W., R.C., H.J., M.M., J.J. S.M., + J.B.; Your way, right awaw '91 C.W.; girl's basketball gar in Brockton '92 J.B., B., I.L. Thanks, Mom, Dad, Dwayne friends; Good bye B-R.

Amy L. Quist
"Aim"
139 Cherry Street (B)
Chorus 1-4; SEMSBA 1-3; SADD 2-4; YB 4; NHS 3,4; Mariner, Mat- tress; Guys + Dolls Pool parties; Virginia: Need a keeneexx per. 4 lounge; U Mass puddle jumping; touch my PP; Phantom w/ C.S. + B.L.; Jr. prom; Stanny nights w/ Earl: ex-boyfriends: tough luck, boys; Maui; You're in B water! Good luck M.D. + T.S., K.M. + M.B., J.G. + P.H., M.M. + M.P. + S.S. + A.D.H., B.L., K.M., J.L., D.R., M.C., K.F. I love you, Earl; Mom + Dad: Live it up, Steve! Luv ya, B-R.

Kimberly A. Raftery
"Kim"
1072 High Street (B)
Tr 1-3; GT w/ GF; K.B., K.M., M.P., B.K., S.M., L.B., B.K. & K.B. F2; CREATE 1 & 2 F.B.B. Cemetery ... GMAFD; Steve Miller; How'd we get home? Jr. Prom fun @ the Capel Summer '90 @ L.B.'s; Sorry J.T. G.L. S.M. party van J.M. all those lies we told Mail... K.B.; Kate-TGF! B.K., are my bangs straight? Cancun '93; R. in the corner "So what you're saying is this" B.K. per. 1-71 Help! K.L. GWWO!! Sat. nights! GL, Jay P.; Thanks, Mom, Nan & Bupi ILY GL, Sean, Erin!

Jason Randall
338 Vernon Street (B)
Baseball 1-4; Golf 1-3; B.H. house weekend w/ M.C.; S.M., C.P., Ed, Sully; good times... Jr. prom w/ Mary; thanks; summer '92; Pam good fishing; my house huge house; Corky, want a flic tea? Sarch watch the ball Joe Yuke; Blue Beast; unstable wends w/ Pam; GT w/ B.H., M.C., M.M., M.M., C.P., S.M., P.S., Sully, Ed, S.J., J.K., A.W.; Thanks, Mom + Dad for everything; Thanks, B-R.

Amy Reardon
175 King Street (R)
Gymn 1-3, Cap 3 w/J.C. Cheer4: GT w/ GF: K.L., M.J.; M.K., B.K., K.M., A.S., K.K., A.W. M.O. + boys, Kristen: GBF TFAFTMFILY: LEMON (We g caught!), Soc; L.S., Hanover Sum '92, Uncle Rosie; J.M., T.Gl: Jr. Prom w/ Peab Zukes; M.B. Houston's, B.L. Vin's w/ K.L.; M.B.; Pikes; PI AFFILAB: Bus. w/ Dawny + Jr K.M., M. cheer + Paul; J.A TFEMYALT; Matty: Miss yo; Gramp; Thanks + love you, Mom, Dad, Butch, Moe, Kenny, Brie GL: Erica, McElons, Kerry, + Kf

Mary-Ann Reilly
197 Elm Street (B)
Tammy, thanks for letting me stay at your "hotel". Eric, Steve, and anyone else who ever chauferred me around, thanks. Nate, Dude! Your Tolerable Cheryl, thanks for talking and see you 3rd. Moo- Cow. You kiss too loud. Chest Compressions. Let's go NOW! It's traditional. I'll finish someday, maybe! FEED ME, Seymour, Pete, You like it! Heather, have fun without me! I.L.M.P. really, T.B.- B.F.A. Christian and Heather, till the last sun shines! Josh and Chris, keep writing those stories. Saving the Best for Last.

Kerri Reynolds
5 Beech Sl. (B)
Modeling 1,2; GT w/ GF; CONcerts G'n'R; 3:30 AM UKJ; Ozzy; Blind date; Lyne's car toasted "We kept to our diets." Ninaskat Beach the guys there; Cape: New Hampshire; local bands; all nighter @ D. W.'s house; F.L.A. '90; Tenn '91; Middleboro BW Tower Records; the hotel; Lyne how's Doug? Springfield: J.M. remember the store. "Don't fall down! Thanks, Mom & Dad; Good luck, Peter. Later B-R."
Heather L. Rich
15 Katie Court (B)
Drama 1-3; Ski 2; Kimmy, you lied! I didn’t go home! Onset K.W. D.S. E.M.; first ticket Jr. Prom - sharing-Jode, you kicked me in the face 11/19/69
I love you, Derek-always will!
GF: N.L., C.S., J.R., K.W., D.S., E.M., S.D., W.A., K.D.; Thanks Mom + Dad, I love you both! GL, Eric. "You can fool some of the people some of the time, but you can’t fool all the people all the time!"

Elizabeth Richards
“Beth”
560 Pleasant Street (R)
Soc: 12.; S. Tr. 2-4; BB 1-4, capt.; 4; Thanks B.G.; gmd w/ C.T.; caught w/ C.L. @ S.A.’s GT w/ NPB2, HCBG; Pin, keep it under control Days Ave; smt. Soph., yr.; WB, the chase by M.P.: U.B. May; Bros. J. similarities; lbs. Ribs, Jazz. Let’s read some newspapers! B.P.; top-pr. Michitco; fire/water; L.P. we are obsessed; cars are better; #1 cheese; Please rain; TYA; no longer a connection; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Karen + Paul.

Donna Roberson
South Street East (R)
Vities? What activities?? W.S.S. soda lights; R.H. All American Diner; State Park riding lots; dumpsters, the ace, Steve + the accidents, the chaotic, blind dates, + Mr. Wizard; K.M.-Sister Mary Vances Boston Gas, Newt - Canada; waterslides; “No, nothin’ at all.” Sophie; 4a.m. donuts; itch out for stairs and birds; faith club pools; A.W.; Boston mountain. I think I am; latest junt: 10-3-11.

Stephen Rossacci
“Sach”
5 Michael Road (B)
FB1-4; Wt: 1-2; Gl w/ GF: 77, 22, 80, 21, 15, 75, 78, 34, 36, 72 + R.G., N.W., J.P., B.D., C.S., S.D., D.C., F.T., R.V.; my house freshman yr.; Dave Z’s 91; New Years-Beth K’s 90; my house New Years ’91. Thanks Ennis for the 4 c’s; “Tweety” GT w/the wagon. Thanks for pushing, guys. Super Bowl 21-20; Pikes ’92; Urb-How’s the garage door? Thanks for everything, K.G.; Caroline-I will always love you. The Knob, Thanks, Mom, I love you.

Bret Roy
“Bert”
1315 South Street (B)
CC1-4, B.B. 3-7, ST 3-4, F.A
Lookin at YOU! eegn J.R. Prom Table cloth, Falls; Lowell: Paula Abdul concert w/Cyr.: Celtic games w/Gimp; Grabbin M.M. copies B.C. Steel Puff; The Y summers @ Little Compton; Oliver Green; Mondays + Driven’ w/M.H.; Vineyard w/J.S.H., S.J., F.G.; Fly; Ted, Fly; Jones boofin; Kickin w/S.J.: The Porter Clemens; Michigan #1: I love you, Mom & Dad; GL, Ryan!

Jennifer Rubino
“Jen, Jenna”
85 Pine Ridge Drive (B)

Amy C. Rucker
“Ruckie”
4 North Main Street (R)
1-7, S Track 1+2, Keri, n “Kate-of us BF.” get right- us?!? To the rest-I.ILYG... rmems... Myrtle Beach w/ C.L.D.S.S.; Vermil, Feb. ca... Jr Prom... New Year’s 92, house-ply... C. Day... ditch’s, Pisc, Q. Chris; S14/ memories. Jr. Yr. (K) our nation “You think...yesss I !”, M.D.-opinions, lido lps... Thanks for everything br + Dad-ILY... BOL le...Good Luck to my little y sister. Bye B-R! Christian Ruehrwein
258 East Street (B)
Joseph Russo, Jr.  
707 Prospect Hill St. (R)  
Honda 1,2; Kawasaki 3,4; Caver St. 77 MPH; the nite w/ J.S., C.R. + Ozzie and Steve Miller '92; Fish pond '92; J.G. extremely chilly; Central Village, CN '92 1st place; Southwick, MA 1st place '92; problems w/ second gear 11/14/92 w/J.B., J.G., J.S., M.K., K.S.; chemistry w/J.B., A.O.; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Christine, Grandma, Kyle...Good bye, B-R.

Tracey Ryan  
100 Forest Street (B)  

DeAnn M. Salvatori  
“Dede”  
240 Church Street (R)  
Italy w/B.M. '91; Sederelles; crash w/D.Z. summer '91 w/S.D.; never forget Onset Beach; K.W., H.R., E.M.; Scootin'; Prom '92; Par ting J.R., S.R. w/D.Z., D.P., H.R., S.D., B.M., K.W., E.M., A.M.; good luck w/S.S.; H.W.; good luck; GT + GF IWFNY G.Bob, you are on top of the world, stay that way; Bill, good luck, you’re my inspiration. Luv ya guys. Thanks, Mom + Dad, luv ya. See ya B-R. I’m outa here! Good luck, everybody!

Dawn Sellers  
343 Walnut Street (B)  

Aditi Shah  
180 Main Street (B)  
WTrack 3, SUN; Good times Susie + Kristen; First time M w/Kerr; Oily Beach, Cra Robbery; Hot Chocolate; K.J. L.H., K.R., S.C., V.F., Par Jignasa; M.S., P.K., F.P., Mom Dad, Love you; Thank you Drew: Good Luck, S.T., K. Panta, I miss you all the time P.D., + A.S. are friends forever.

Heather Silva  
284 Bridge Street (R)  
W Track 1-2; 1/5/91; NYE '91; Jana acc. fence; Jr. prom w/E.A.; Horseneck Beach w/J.D., D.S., L.D.; 'smelly' green boat; summer '91; Good luck, Sean, S.T.D.S., IMY; Where's my 5 bucks? Joel! T.D.'s please; K.C.'s house; "hangups" dirty Papa's; Halloween '92 w/K.C. D.S. 12/31/92: yellow roses; attitude! Thanks; L.P. the hood incident at R.E.'s; sorry guys. Thanks, Mom, Dad, Gram. Good luck, Randy LY.

Tony Smeglin  
559 Orchard Street (R)  
FB 1; Tennis 1-4, capt. 4; Steve Miller concert-ya. I'm 18; Jr. prom on the couch, Campbell. I had 2 dates; the gap at Fitchburg; Halloween '92; Gemistry A.S., B.L.; Bill, don't forget about Amy; secret victories; crushed the handicap lady; summer '92 blast; B.L., B.P., J.B., M.Z., T.B., J.S., C.T., W.R., A.C.; cam- port '91; GT + GF; good luck, Joy; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Scott, Jane.
Chris Smith
10 Parkwood Drive (R)
Baseball 1-4; capt.; 4.; Soc. 1;
N.W., J.U., M.B., D.Z.; camping @ Mike's; C.L. ... license? What Norwich? Canada! Jr. prom; 10:30 feud crew T.R.;
B.F., D.C., + H.P.; Ralph: Dukes of Hazard; 6 gun salute; Great Woods; parties @
Zuke's; Newport '91: Marshfield. 4 c's gone! Good luck, Kev: Kim- be good! Thanks Mom+Dad, I love you.

James Smith
“Sneakers, Roids”
150 Richmond Street (R)
BB: Dewey, what time is it? Bean, get me some ice; Zides chubb: GF, K.N., J.R., M.P.;
C.H., M.Z., T.R., B.F., K.D., C.W., H.B.; Nolly-Jenna Creme; I leave the Ennis my roids Mike + Packman; I have the
biggest br's; Biff lock your hubs; T.B., D.D., D.C., I will give you some live entertainment; Bollin, don't forget Desmond Whty;
slap that backboard: I love you. Mom + Dad, also Fluffy, Peace.

Julie Ann Sorgman
“Ohgie”
10 Meadow Drive (R)
nd 1-4 Drama 1-4; SADD 3-4; orus 1-3, MT 3-4, BY 4; L.L., I'll be back for the sequel;
A- birds! D.M. (deadlines, at deadlines?) Mr. C: How you? To a born cynical J.H.-
I make your day!? IWAR- C.C. (M.B. - chess?), (L.H.+L.G. - where'd ya go?), T.W.H.W., R.E.J.D., Aaron;
revoir Mathias; Mom+Dad! Ted-how could I ever forget you? Mander- I just don't know
v't get the reference angle; it's all folks!

Beth Spear
“Spearchucka”
556 Main Street (B)
Art 1-4: Homestead; Jibber;
mustang; fire; exit 3;H; toasty
oasty Jeep Beach; Not: they hated each other? Capt. Morgan 1-2: escort power to
Plainsville; Animal Rights; Hey, Alicia, ever wonder? Earth
day; Wimpy guys; Br's inventions;
Quincly Quimijos; Josh's
hats; Thanks, Josh; no
tres-passing; D: Queen B merly;
 wanna go home? FFE
C.G., A.D., G.F.,
J.K., B.E., G.A., S.H., L.T.,
L.S., D.D., R.G., K.P.; insane!

Shanna K. Spillane
“E.T., Yoda”
62 Union Street (B)
Gym: 2-4; D.S.F., 2-4; “the gang”
K.G., V.H., A.L.; p. 7 gym w/ B + Vi
miss ya Joel anchor nights 3:14
a.m.; G.D. semi ’92 on the
floor agin. pty A.R.; F.L.A + M.B.; p. 3
lounge; hyp. sis.; M.D. semi ’91
Cicki Hi, Mr. Canel 3/4/92 “J.C.”
Mr prom’tunyuns’ 11/8/91/12/8/
91! New Year’s Eve ’92: Sun-
beam hit the clock Beuz! K.G.
shotgun! This is my song “cards”
at J.S.; N.K. Ga (I WALLY)
Thanks, Jule; I.MY Mom + DAc;
tanks Ms. Farr, + Nana; Ps +
L’s, M.Y. Gramp; Good luck
S + J.

John A. Sullivan
“Sully”
47 Fox Hill Drive (B)
Tr + S Tr, 2-4; GT w/ Fatts,
Franc, Ed, Bent, Cyr. S.J.,
+ Gimp; mustard: BC;
ypuf; mowin’; cameraman;
spod; SMB concert w/C.F.,
f. makin’ copies signs; Vine-
d w/ F.G., flex, rockkill; 1/2
@ F.B.’s; drivin’ Starlit w/
., not M.C.; thanks Murph;
Go N.D; the clock; D.M. labs
CD’s w/ Davies; Wow ML;
me’s house; Paps hit B.D.;
@ Zaga, thanks + G. Col-
Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good
Elaine.

Richard D. Sullivan
37 Beebee Road (B)
French 1-3: Ski 1-3: Drafting 4;
Venezuela 7/8/91– 8/8/91;
twice born; B. smooth T.P.C.;
We got them on the run; get
right or get left; Chris, I am
feelin’ skanewpil; the family
one way posse we’re peculiar;
I would like to send thanks to
my parents for teaching me
the “Right Way.” Peace + love
“M.C.L.” Thanks, Jesus
Christ.
Susan Taylor
"Susie, Sue"
242 Auburn Street (B)
FL.C.2;3;YB4; HMC4; the island-FOREVER: they're pirates; 5/92-
Jamison "the skeez"; epitome of style; car crash x 2; "Well, I've got
it on"; The fair-Hey Jess- A/Y/T/C? "American Music"; dramatic danc-
ing: Boston and the empty T; Look T.C., a camera; wiretapping: Spill-
ing drinks: Kristen-you're pathetic; 100% Acrylic; I'm cool like that; fun
times w/ J.C., K.M., K.P., T.C., E.D., V.F., S.C., A.S., H.S.,
D.S., J.W., K.M., H.W., M.K., G.L., Matt
+ Morgan; Thanks, Mom + Dad!

Catherine M. Tetreault
"Cathy"
93 Barbara Road (R)
Coincidences w/ B.R.; A.W. thanks for everything; GT w/ GF-
FYKY/AYA: A.G. going to M.G.'s; NFTGTs: A.G. gather-
ings at B.R.'s; out all night; cheesy old days; fire-water;
graded: NPBZ-no longer con-
nections days: best of luck to all
my friends; get control B.R.
sumertime; jazz; staying in for
cheese w/ brths; chased by
M.P.; smashed up car. I love you
+ TFE Mom, Dad, Michelle,
Patty; good luck, Michael.

Timothey Sullivan
24 Springhill Avenue (B)
Mattress: Guys Dolls etc.; Stress 1-4; takin' comp w/
Pat; Tang Soo Do w/ Mark +
Bri; cruisin' in the beige mobile w/ M.D., B.D., H.W. + crew; ya
Panuset Zoo TV w/ T.H., B.K.;
wrestling w/ Driz; flyin @ mock
ten in the Monte w/ Bri Parle
francais w/ M.H.; midnight to
eight w/ Mark. Take over J.J.!
Oh, Driz, you're my hero! I love
ya! Yes, I think Johnny is god. I
think therefore I am confused.

Angela Thomas
"Ange"
345 West Elm Street (R)
Summer w/ K.B. @ the Cape;
meeting Lou; beaches; BF w/ J.L.; hi, honey.

Walter E. Thorn
86 Aldrich Road (B)
YEARBOOKS WASTE TREES!

Peter F. Swarcce
"Pete, Pedro"
1025 High Street (B)
Band 1-4, DM- 4; Jazz 1-3; Lions All State; fish heads; Bos-
ton Crusaders 92-93: Teesse
act 1/2/92: Rockin' w/ Joke
Wild- G.C. M.C. the pit band
DRUMS! GT + GF the illicit
rocks- J.R. strike the boy
C.B. - Enrico! I'm just a fo
waiting on the wrong block; the
Papa crew keep jammin'; JU
do it + do it w/ pride; BAC, MPH
DMA, 91-92; Thanks, Mom
Dad, Franz. I made it yaban
aba- I'm oude here!

Douglas James Thrasher
"Thrashbag"
569 East Street (B)
FB 1: Ferenza, Granada;
R.I.P.; GT w/ GF: M.B., M.C.
M.M., A.H., M.H., J.H., B.R.
prom w/M.O.; Bue's; S.R.'s, the
"Fort." M.O. 10/1/90; thanks for
two great years, I love you;
Higgs will never graduate.
Summer in the Sabre; break-
fast in the Granada; 11/22/91;
off to FLA to be a bum; thanks,
brothers.
Julie A. Titcomb
1270 South Street (B)
W track 1-4, capt. 4; S track 1-4, capt. 4; the sube - WT C.F., I.D. bowling BSC; Jr. prom; Casaboe; Memr; I don't even know; 8/15/90; 10/6/90; I love you Tim; you're my best friend; Kenny Silva- b. splits; Good luck- M.C., J.K., A.A., I.D., D.G., C.F.; the Raynham girls; P.D., R.G., Red + Mark; Tops; Grub's; YW/ Union; J.C. + M.M.- you are my idols! Thanks, Mom, Phil, Philip, Pete + Tim, I love you.

Leah Tocci
“Leah-o”
20 Lantern Lane (B)
Don't forget the park bench! B.B. + J.C.; my BF Kelly; my godsons Dean + Zack; ILY Jay; ILY bum; ye didn't 4-get ya Scott you m-l; Charlene OYR a pal; remember kernal-o's! popcorn; Thanks, Beth couldn't do it without you! Thanks for the ride, Dianne.

Peter Tourangeau
488 E. Elm Street (R)

Rebecca Elizabeth Trent
“Becca”
75 Fox Hill Drive (B)

Nathan J. Tully
22 Meadow Lane (B)
Parties in Middleboro w/ B.J., P.B., S.W.; twelve hours in Avon w. B.J., P.B. + P.B.; Pat + Stacey; The Goddess-C.P. Sweet Polly Purebread, M.R., I can be tolerated! we don't have any! MIDI: giraffe's; sonic youth; surfers + Cypress Hill; Dan in Canton; P.B.! Graduation, family party 8/4; party @ F.K.'s house; New Year's; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Angela.

James “Jay” Urban
“URB”
201 South Drive (B)
FB 1-4, ST 3-4, Hockey 1-2... GT+GF: 80, R.G., 21, 15, 75, 78, 37.A.S., A.H., C.V., M.H., D.C., S.S., “TKC”, J.P., N.W., M.B., Amy-IWABHY; Gaso; Marion; Marsh; Westy; Cmp. outs.: Jr. Pr.; Ralph; 72 Rounds; K.L. Halloween; 11 mo? Why? Goodman; Zukes; “BAE” Sneakovers; Pike's zooood; V-ball Dice; U-MASS D.; Thanks, Mr. + Mrs. C.; Coach A, Goz, GL Mary, Greg, #80, and you VALS! I owe it all to you Mom, Dad, Kim, Paul, & Messy! ... Thanks,

Elizabeth J. Vaslet
“Liz”
362 Conant Street (B)
3o: Queen #3; “Never gonna it” On the heater; “18” Merry Christmas, Matt Gregg, you're best! GT + GF: M.C., K.K., M., A.W., J.B., K.B., A.M., dll; D.B., J.M., B.M., T.P., C; thanks Mary; Good luck; I miss ya lots, Kim; Mrs. site, you're the greatest; nkts, Anne, luvya; luv ya, kid! love you. Scott 4/29/91 forever; nkts, Mom + Dad I love you all! could have been a blonde!”

Matthew Vaslet
462 Conant Street (B)
Thanks,

-Linda Veenpere

(B)

Dear People,
I will always love you.
Newt


Suzanne Vogel

"Sue"

101 Main Street (B)

FH 1-3; WAG 2-4; WT 1-3; ST 2; SUN 3-4; SADD 2-4; SC 2

KAMI: BGP: Boston: mikdu Thunderbolt D.C. 4/92; summ '91; SYGR: rides; landlori death corner; tree - crash; Ph etus: K.M. sends for back DIGITS. PINKSNAKES; bag change; Cip; MSI, bran muff stones! video 11/30/92; I S375!! Holly, "They're on the front porch." Ted; Mac; Dom ique! Thanks, Trent: family

Mom, Dad, Me; thanks, R-T


Amy Waterman

113 Temi Road (R)


Andy Welch

"Friar"

(B)

Parties 1-4; GT w/GF: M.C., S.B., C.R., D.R., R.J., J.P., M.A., B.B., T.B., D.B., K.S., S.W., J.O., C.B., J. D., L.V., J.M., M.W., T.D.: go back to sleep C.; 74 Nova; Thanksgiving vacation; Overkill; Slayer; Pantera; Metallic; Magadeth; Testament; Middleboro:

thanks, Mom + Dad.

Kellie Ann Wentworth

101 Sunset Drive (R)

GA: GTwGF: G.C., T.M., P.M., E.L., J.T., M.T., H.W., K.C., J.F., A.H., S.H., M.D., N.T., A.T., J.N., + 1 yr. KFC; Rocky Pl w/the gang; remember NH w/ K.C., P.M., E.L., + greeneyes! S.F., L.M. hotel 11/27/92; hangin in the lot w/ the gang; Bubble BF w/G.C. 8-12 + 4-eval ILY Kayla '90; K.W. + B.P.: GA w/G.C. stay cool; 76, 76 + N.W.; I livu Gramma W.; thanks for all you've done; G+G Gorden ILY: IWAL P.M.; Gl, G.C.+ N.T., GL, #3; I love you Ma + Dad; thanks, K.W.+ J.S.; Lance; K.B. I made it! Thanks, Mr. P. C-ya!


Richard Willette

457 South Main St. (R)


Christopher S. Willis

"Chris"

34 King Philip Street (R)


Amy E. Wilson

54 Chickering Road (R)

School Play 2, 3; 7/4/82 detective lights in parking lot, All American Diner, FHs and fruit punch- try explaining that one, Donna; What do you mean the bathroom is locked?; the N hair; Ed, Steve- 11/22/91, the paint, green cherries, Ginny and Eric, bottom teeth, the cigarette, Go, Canada! D.R.'s ....; eat SPAM; x, P.O.; I have to go make a scene now.
Kelly Wilson
P.O. Box 85 (R)
E.M. step on the gas; Heidi stay in school; GL w/ your baby Hetha A.M. remember Tony + T.J.? E.M. also remember Stella’s; K.D. I’ll never forget ya; D.S. stay in touch; K.D. remember Paw Sox Bong! H.R. Onset Beach; R.S. thanks for listening.P.M. babysitting boiler room nights B.R. J.R. love ya; Good luck Melissa; Pete, I’ll love you forever; Thank you, Mom + Mike, I’m outta here!! C-ya.

Kenneth Wisniewski
“Wiz”
1068 High Street (B)
Hockey 1-3; GT + GF South Shore Fun Center; Scott and his $60 pool cue; J.C. and S3 at Crystal Cafe. 85 MPH on Rte. 24 w/ P.D. + J.C.; Finally through! Good luck, Jeremy + Lisa.

Neil Wikus
505 High Street (B)

Wendy Wood
63 Crapo Street (B)
Erin stole the Huggies; the huggin’ tree; soda + spaghetti don’t mix! 1, 2, 3, 4. Thank God it’s over; Muffy, Bunny, Spam lover; classic moments; Is this the end? Good luck April; I love you Dad; 10 and counting Donna; Keep on truckin’ Amy; I love you Dave; M.L. is definitely NOT overrated! That’s my final word.

Tammy Zigler
17 Meadow Lane (B)

Hillary Y. Wright
“HILL”
516 Pleasant Street (B)
Soc: 1, Tennis 2-4; YB4; SADD 3-4; GT w/ GF: Kel, Drz, K.M., K.M., T.S., B.D., having fun! 7th per. w/ K.C. + M.D.; Kel M. sank, go slow it’s my first time! Kel’s car blew up! Crash! Oh, Petey! Great times at Papa Ginos’s; that’s TERRIFIC! Jr. prom w/ S.D.; IWALMC-Kel will always be sorry. Fun on M.M.’s boat this sum. Kel, Stretch, you guys are the best! I love you all! ILY Mom + Dad. Thanks. Good luck, Ashley + Brett!

Mitchell Zides
91 Ann Street (R)

David H. Zukowski
“Zuke”
125 Vernon Street (B)
Other members of the Class of 1993 are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Address (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jason Buzzell</td>
<td>464 Flagg Street (B)</td>
<td>17 Flagstone Place (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Copeland</td>
<td>399 Oak Street (R)</td>
<td>115 Beech Street (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Crane</td>
<td>75 Forest Drive (B)</td>
<td>381 Summer Street (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Daly</td>
<td>40 Martin Drive (R)</td>
<td>75 Hammond Street (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Dutzmann</td>
<td>59 First Street (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Hilchey</td>
<td>60 Laurie Lane (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Holmgren</td>
<td>35 Pond Street (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Kirkland</td>
<td>25 Stonybrook Road (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casandra Kobylanski</td>
<td>125 Springhill Ave. (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Seniors David Paraig, Beth Cemmey, and Marty Boyden celebrate the holidays.
2. Modern technology helps Amy Reardon and Ehren Hunt search for data in the IMC.
3. Heather Laubinger, Sue Vogel, and Chris Munise act "Goofy."
4. Kim Pettingell
5. Brian Copland

Kandie Kobylanski
"K-Dog"
1255 Springhill
F.T.A. 3, Boston, forever Yamaria, Q, I'll miss you; Thanks, Cynthia + Tamika for all you've done; B.F. forever; Youngah, stop being boy crazed; E.D., thanks for your lunches; L.L., hang in there. Thanks for being there; Big Al, you're chill; Miss you, Babcia; O.C.G. I'll miss you; thanks, Ms. + R.M.K.J. L.U. Sha always Chris + Mom, Thanks for everything, I can't ever forget you, ITO, Michael's Radio Station, K.D., T.H., T.C., S.C., S.T., E.D., Y.M., B.M., G.L., T.W., B.B.C.; This is for my first born.

Jennifer Lowder
"Jen"
196 Bedford Street (B)

David Moniz
318 Summer St. (B)
I would like to thank R.R., J.J., J.M., R.S., High School was fun. Thanks, Mom and Dad, I could not do it with your help. I love you, Robin. I'm glad we got together, F.L., thank God for helping me head the right way!! 3/29/92! Good Bye, B-R! R.B.S.; Good Luck. A.G., T.W., J.D., K.G., W.D-3-29-95, Band, WOW!!

Kimberly L. Pettingell
15 Harriet Drive (B)
Unforgettable memories: G's Homestead; "It was twicket twew; all the twalls twere twt with twter." Thanks Chris A.; thanks Richel + Bill for GIB; thanks Mom an Steve + Nanny + Buppie. Thanks Mr. + Mrs. Glynn; "Did yo say you know me?" nights + Balboni's: GIB, L.D., J.H., R.G, B.R., C.A., C.G., B.S., A.D., M.D. good luck, Keith! I love you GIB forever! Thanks for our baby, good luck, kid, love + Mom + Dad.
Mr. Almeida (left and below left)  
Mr. Frank Almeida has completed 38 years of teaching and coaching, 11 of these were spent at B-R. He taught biology and has been the department head of physical education for 8 years. Although Mr. Almeida is retiring from teaching, he would like to remain head football coach for the Trojans. Active in Mass. High School Football Coaches Association and the Shriner's Football Classic, Mr. Almeida was inducted into the Mass. High School Football Hall of Fame in 1991.

Mr. Bradley (left and below left)  
Mr. John Bradley, who has been teaching Industrial Arts at B-R for the past 31 years, started his teaching career in New York in 1958. While serving on the B-R Teacher's Association as secretary for the past 10 years, he has been on two Quality Circle committees and has served as department head of Industrial Arts since 1985.

After retiring, Mr. Bradley and his wife plan to move to Maine. He hopes to continue his hobbies of building and sailing boats.

Mr. Schneider (left, below left)  
Mr. Richard Schneider, a graduate of Boston State College, has been an English teacher at Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School for seventeen years. For several years he was also the Drama Director. He also taught in Cambridge and was in fourteen years of summer and winter stock theater. He was also in the original touring company of A. Miller's play "All My Sons."

After his retirement, he plans to sail to Florida, where he and his wife will make their home.

COMMENCEMENT

Also setting sails for new horizons with this year's senior class are Mr. Almeida, Mr. Bradley, and Mr. Schneider.

Additions to the faculty mid-year were Ms. Home and Ms. Maloney.

Ms. Louise Horne  
Ms. Louise Horne, a member of B-R's class of 1983, graduated from Aquinas Jr. College in 1985 with an Associates Degree and from Salem State College with a Bachelors Degree in 1991. She is currently teaching at Kinyon-Campbell Business School and in the business department at B-R.

Ms. Melanie Maloney  
Ms. Melanie Maloney graduated from Needham High School in 1996 from Bridgewater State College in 1990. Ms. Maloney was a student teacher at B-R working with Ms. Burton. Now she is back in the English Department teaching English, Reading and advising the Peer Leadership Program.
Our baby pictures reflect our childhood and show how we have developed into the individuals we are today. Remember visits with Santa, playground slides, our puppy, our favorite toy, our first "dress up" outfit. See what cute and lovable, exasperating and mischievous little tots we were not so long ago.
The Class of 1993 has so many talented, friendly, attractive, enthusiastic, and hard-working members that it was especially hard to choose this year's superlatives. In homerooms we voted our choices. Because so many of our friendships are deep and long-lasting four sets of friends tied in the "Best Friends" category. These Senior Superlatives are just a sample of the special people who make up our class.

Most Intellectual: Mike Murphy, Katherine Finucci

Most Likely To Succeed: Johnny Chang and Kerri Krovitz

Most Popular: Chris Leahy and Beth Ferrari

Best Dressed: Erik Moore and Rebecca Trent
SENIOR SUPERLATIVES

Most Athletic:
Mary Casabian, Matt Benigni

Quietest:
John Howard, Jeanne McCloud

Most Talented:
Tim Sullivan and Jen Kelley

Class Artists:
Steve Hurley, Linda Veenere

Class Musicians:
Peter Swarce and Kim Jenkins
Best Friends:
Joe Lacerda and Kyle Jardim

Best Friends:
Kim Milbert and Kerri Krovitz

Best Friends:
Val Ferreira and Saundra Ciulla

Best Friends:
Justin Pike and Mark Peabody

Class Couple:
Mark Baran and Kelley Moore
SENIOR SUPERLATIVES

Most Flirtatious: Geof Dolan and Vicki Hastings

Rowdiest: Brian Copeland, Mary Maloney

Class Clowns: David Coles and Tracey Ryan

Worst Drivers: Chris Catino and Linda Batista

Best Looking: Mike Cruza and Kristen Lane
SPECIAL MOMENTS
reflect our times of togetherness

1. Coach Almeida crowns Neil Witkus Mr. Regional & Beth Ferrari Miss Regional.
2. Billy Donnelly, Chris Catino and Helen Pike get set to cheer for B-R.
4. Students decorate the cafeteria for the Seniors' Holiday Party.
5. Linda Halgunseth & Mark Fisher, Junior Prom Class Couple.
1. Prom Queen Beth Ferrari.
2. Prom King Chris Potter with Mary Poulin.
3. Mr. Peabody spies the action at the Junior Prom.
4. Sean McCammbell waits for his date.
5. Beth King, Kim Lake & Kate McGoodwin enjoy each others company.
6. Dave Coles dances with Helen Pike.
7. Ron Keohan, Val Ferreira & Ryan Cobb smile for the camera.
8. Juniors crowd the dance floor.
The Junior Prom was held at Lantana's in Randolph on May 22, 1992. Our theme song was "Wonderful Tonight" by Eric Clapton. Dressed in taffeta and tuxes, we were ready for a night of fun and memories. Compliments filled the air. Although only two people could be crowned king and queen, we all felt like royalty that night. Anticipation grew as we waited in line for that momentous photograph to be taken. The dance floor was crowded at all times as the DJ played our favorite songs. The evening lived up to our theme; it was a wonderful night!
The annual Thanksgiving Rally brought lots of excitement to B-R students who showed school spirit and supported their team by decorating the gym with posters, streamers and balloons. Students painted their faces and cheered loudly. The cheerleaders and football players enthusiastically joined in a dance routine. The Po Squad performed to "Chantilly Lace," and the band inspired the crowd to show their school spirit. Mr. Almeida once more led the students in the B-R chant. As expected the Seniors won for school spirit and decorating the gym.

1. Helen Pike and Jen Rubino tap Steve Rossacci as the man to tackle those Taunton Tigers. 
2. Enthusiastic signs and students inspire victory. 
3. Jumping for joy, the cheerleaders perform toe touches and back hand springs. 
4. Kerri Krovitz and Beth Ferrari prove Seniors rule. 
5. Dancing to "The Twilight Zone," Football players & Cheerleaders rally the crowd. 
6. Kim Blake, Kristen Lane and Amy Reardon show school spirit.
On November 20, 1992, we held our annual Miss Regional Dance. The night was a tremendous success with an overwhelming turnout of students from all grades. The elegantly dressed students crowded into our high school gym, transforming it into their dance floor. The pulsating beat of the music encouraged everyone to try the latest dance steps. The climax of the evening was the crowning of Mr. and Miss Regional and the announcing of their court. As the evening drew to a close, Seniors left with farewell memories and underclassmen left with the anticipation of next year's dance.

2. Mr. & Miss Regional and their court: C. Leathy, D. Gouveia, M. Benigni, K. Nelson, Mr. Regional Neil Witkus, Miss Regional Beth Ferrari, M. Cruza, K. Lane, E. Moore, K. Krovitz.
3. C. Reiso & P. Gifford pose for the camera.
4. J. Jones & E. Howard sport matching Mickey Mouse ensembles.
7. D. Geinetti & D. Souza enjoy the dance.
The class of '93 has proved once again that they really know how to celebrate the holidays. Serving as a Winter Wonderland, the B-R cafeteria was packed with Santas, candy canes, Baby New Years, dwarves and, yes, even Grossman workers all creating holiday cheer. The evening was filled with dancing, feasting on holiday refreshments, and fashioning costumes. It was a happy holiday time for all the participating seniors.
1. Three laid back seniors observe the action.
2. Nancy Neault does the slide Mickey style.
3. Billy Donnelly asks, "Five ball in the corner pocket?"
4. Do Saundra Ciulla and Teddy have visions of sugar plums?
5. Lisa Dennen & Laura Fitzgerald show 50's meet 90's.
6. Seniors deck the halls with holiday spirit.
7. Jen Kelly and Alese Andreucci play ball.
8. Kolorful Kute Kandy Kanes Kerri & Kim greet arriving seniors.
9. Mike Cruza & Mark Donovan model the latest in mens' bathrobes.
11. Seniors dance to the electric slide.
1. Charlie Young thinks about asking for seconds.
2. Working hard to get ahead, Stacey Pagnani studies vocabulary.
3. Sean Herrmann, Patricia Cady, and Tim Worthington huddle together to work on a project.
4. Riad Ali works hard to get a good grade in English.
5. Melissa Brennan flashes the pearly whites.
UNDERCLASSMEN

reflect hard work and enthusiasm

6. Jaime Leain, Jason Rabouin and Brian Pickett are surrounded by friends.
7. Tara Doody types up her resume.
8. Miss Feriol's math class reviews with enthusiasm.
9. Doing a quick review before a test, Tamara Elkavich hopes for an A.
Right: Freshmen "type away" in the business department.
Frank Homer, Scott Huddy, Matthew Hudson

Alyson lafrate, Daniel Isenior, Shaun Jackson, Brian Jaspon

Mark Johnson, Christine Jones, Kevin Joyce, Heather Junior, Kathrine Karahalis, Allison Keeler, Andrew Kelley

Karen Kelley, Edward Kelliher, Bridget Kelly, Timothy Kelso, Francis Kimball, Steven Kimball, Michael King

Melissa Kirkland, Sarah Kissoon, Jennifer Kneeland, Matthew Kowalewski, Charles Kondrotas, Rebekah Knight, Matthew Krappe

Alyssa Krawiec, Tammi Krikorian, Cara Kuzmins, Marcelle Landry, Lisa Langone, Alison Leahy, Christopher Leavitt

Right: Frank Kimbal & Scott Lewis ask, "Do you know what page we're supposed to do?"
FRESHMEN

Left: Danielle Dufresne studies some math problems.

Renee Leclair
Christopher Lind
Craig Macdonale
John Maher
Christine Manos
Lisa Mason

Jamie Ledin
Melanie Lindberg
Jamie Machado
Kerry Mahoney
Lauren Marcinkiewicz
Robert McKinley

Derek Lennon
Kelly Lindquist
Julie Mackinnon
Robert Mahoney
Eric MacKinnon
Eric Margie

Jonathan Lewis
Eric Litzen
Kimberly Mackinnon
Peter Mailloux
Fredrick Maloney
Andrea Marochinc

Scott Lewis
Aaron Long
Myles Mackinnon
Marci Mangelson
Robert MacLeod
Wendy McLeod

Joe Lima
Jessica Long
Christopher MacLeod
Charles Lopresti
Marc Macrina
Elizabeth Manning

Heather Lincoln
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Right: **Farrah** Chaudhary focuses her attention on an English assignment.
Left: Freshmen, in a pre-game huddle, plan to beat the Tigers in football.
FRESHMEN

Right: Cowboys’ fan, Eric Margie, remembers the triumph of the Super Bowl.
Left: Leaning over her notebook, Jen Dedominici concentrates on taking notes in class.
Right: Tim Leavitt and Troy Audyatis take a break from their studies.
Left: Kim Roberts and Rachel Sforza eye their surroundings.
Right: Amid the cafeteria racket, Kerri Resmini, Karen Lee and Elaine Grublin talk.
SOPHOMORES

Matthew Malone
Jennifer Mann
Gregory Manos
Jamie Marsh
Elizabeth Martin
Coleen Masefield
Adam Mason

Douglas Matthews
Jan Matthews
Eric Maw
Marybeth McDonagh
Brandon McElroy
Michael McGovern
Kimberly McGrath

Christina McKinley
Brian McLaughlin
John McLaughlin
Kerin McLuskey
Amy McRae
Stephen Medeiros
Timothy Meyer

Anne Meyers
Robert Miller
April Mirabile
Marci Miranda
Lori Mondeau
Joseph Monestere
David Moore

Melissa Muise
Peter Murray
Danielle Myers
Erin Neagle

William Nisby
Kristen Nivica
Michael O'Brien

Left: Stacey Pillsbury, Kim Sutherland, and Dave Ford take time out for a picture.
Right: Rebecca Treylor and Jen Cutting complete homework in the IMC.
SOPHOMORES

Left: Mary Bolotin and April Wood pay very close attention to the lesson.
Joe Rich studies the problem.

Tracey Waterman, Kim Sutherland, Marissa Tomey and Katie Lucius are always ready for the camera.
Juniors

Eugenia Adraneda  Peter Ajemian  Joy Alexander  Riad Ali  Paula Anderson  Robert Anderson  Gregory Antine

Mark Arcadipane  Derek Asadoorian  Troy Audyatis  Brian Auger  Erin Ayers  Ryan Baker  James Bethoney

Luke Bisio  Michael Botelho  Heather Bottoms  Cheri Boucher  Megan Brown  Danielle Buckley  Carolyn Burrell

Daniel Burstein  Stephen Candito  David Carraggi  Patricia Casey  Neil Cataloni  Stephen Chiocca  Amy Christiansen

Jennifer Cicone  Heather Clapp  Deborah Cohen  Daniel Collins

Left: Danielle Buckley, Victor Lopiccolo and Katie McMullen celebrate the end of class.
Right: Enthusiastic candidates, Chris Howe, Jason Jolicour, and Heather Clapp hang posters.
Right: Greg McNally, Dan Burstein and Mike Daversa study the sports page.
Juniors

Jennifer Moyer
Maureen Mullaley
Gregory Nickless
Lauren Nivica
David Noyes
Christopher O'Brien
Kelly O'Brien

Kerry Oday
Jonathan Oman
Gerald Ouellette
Stacey Pagnani
Jeffrey Palopoli
Candice Perez
Amy Perkins

Justin Perry
Melissa Perry
Renee Perry
John Peters
Mark Peterson
Jalane Phaneuf
Michael Piquette

Jeffrey Porter
Erin Powers
Nichole Protz
Christopher Raleigh
Justin Randazza
Raymond Ransom
Maura Reed

Meghan Reed
Rachel Rebell
Peter Reynolds
Shawn Rezende

Holly Richard
Brian Rivers
Kerri Robbins

Left: Kerry Oday and Kim Lane make a brief stop before going to school.
Right: Derek McElroy and Brendan Maguire take a breather from studying vocabulary.
1. At the sound of the bell, students are out and running to the next class.

2. Jim Giovanoni relaxes after lunch.

3. Lost in thought, Heidi Peck plans the plot of her next writing assignment.
1. With complete concentration, a B-R student focuses on her school work.
2. Allyson Perron and Jen Hruniak demonstrate that practice makes perfect in word processing.
3. Two B-R students show that an apple a day keeps the doctor away.
4. Paul Gifford kicks back and enjoys an Italian ice.
5. Heather Bottoms proves that a little fun adds a lot to a class.
6. Fred Maloney puts the finishing touches on a shop project.
1- Pulling ahead of the pack, Matt Benigni races to the finish line.
2- Dan Burnstein displays his forehand.
3- Under pressure from the defender, Andrea Grant advances the ball.
4- Focusing on the finish line, Erin Powers zeros in on victory.
5- Eyes on the ball, Daron Souza prepares to hit.
SPOK
reflect our competitive spirit

6. In a thrilling play, Jay Urban blasts through the hole in the line.
7. Displaying intense concentration, Caroline Latimer winds up to throw the hammer.
8. Trying to avoid the defenders, Mike Ford adroitly shoots the ball.
9. Loosening up before the game, Kristen Lane tosses a pitch.
1- Jay Urban explodes through the line behind the overpowering crossblocks of Mark Peabody and Justin Pike.
2- Mike Medeiros awaits the ball carrier.
3- Matt Benigni blocks for the offense.
4- Steve Rossacci reads the offense.
5- Silvia and Collins are ready to crush their opponent.
6- Chris Leahy and Charlie Young pursue the ball.
7- Coach Almeida shouts encouragement.
8- Dave Maw tackles the opposition.
The B-R football team under Coach Almeida gave the sport their all in a hard fought but disappointing season. The team got no breaks in their 4-5-1 record. Most of their losses were by a heartbreaking one or two points. The margin of loss was only twelve points from an undefeated season. Key players for the team were Jay Urban, Dave Zukowski, Steve Rossacci, Matt Benigni, Dan Collins, Chris Leahy, Mike Medeiros, Justin Pike, Mark Peabody, Charlie Young, Dave Silvia, Dave Maw and Jamie McKenna.
Team Picture (below)
Back row, from left to right: Krissy Hubbard, Coach Casabian, Jessica Litos, Maura Reed, Caitlyn Cobb, Nicole Robicheau, Jen Kane, Jess Goveia, Allyson Perron, Courtney Fraser, Heather Clapp, Kim Lamson, Amy DiMarzio, Rene Stella, Erin Hennessy, Amy Surbuts, and Assistant Coach Flaherty.
Front row, from left to right: Susan Kimball, Sheila Murray, Linda Batista, Katherine Finucci, Mary Casabian, Jen Kelley, Donna Grubin, Colleen Fraser, and Joanne Flaherty.
The Lady Trojan Field Hockey team followed last year’s OCL Championship with the 1992 OCL Co-championship. Under the leadership of co-captains Jen Kelley and Mary Casabian, they compiled a record 12-4-2 and lost to Walpole in the first round of the State Tournament. Seniors making a big contribution were: Linda Batista, Sheila Murray, Katherine Finucci, Colleen Fraser, and Donna Grublin. Other key players were: Amy DiMarzio, Joanne Flaherty, Jen Kane, and Amy Surbuts who was in goal.
Boys' Soccer

Under Coach Crane the B-R Boys' Soccer team had an exciting season. With a respectable 13-3-5 record in the OVC the team finished one point out of first place. Qualifying for the division 1 South Sectional Tournament, the team advanced to the semi-final round before they were defeated by New Bedford in a close game. Key players for B-R were co-captains Mike Cruza and Erik Moore along with Geoff Dolan, Matt Hammond, Mike Ford, Mark Donovan, Gary Zella, Eric Langone and Nelson Almada.

1. The team rejoices after qualifying for the Ste Tournament.
2. Goalie Nelson Almada makes another save.
3. Wing Mike Ford gets set to intercept the ball.
4. Matt Hammond heads the ball to gain control for his team.
5. Mike Cruza clears the ball out of danger.
6. Geoff Dolan tries to head the ball into the net.
7. Erik Moore gets ready to set the ball upfield.

Even though the girls varsity soccer team lost their first game of the season to Weymouth, they ended the year with a record of 12-6-2. The Lady Trojans made it to the quarterfinals of the State Tournament and lost to Newton North, 3-0. The squad loses six seniors, three of whom are co-captains Tracey Ryan, Amy Clarke, and Michelle Courcy. Other key players were Sharon Dors, Katie Burke, Kim Lane, Cynthia Whiting, Mary Maloney, and Andrea Grant.

1- Tracy Ryan wards off the defender.
2- Kerry Hutchinson collides with a defender.
3- Sandwiched between two defenders, Ryan advances the ball.
4- The girls plan their strategy for the game.
5- The defender eyes the ball for a steal.
6- Kristen Hile makes her move.

Team Picture (left): Kneeling, l. to r., Shannon Young, Andrea Grant, Kerri Lynch, Tracy Ryan, Michelle Courcy, Amy Clark, Mary Maloney, Katie Burke. Standing, l. to r., Jen Ciccone (mgr.), Mr. Heslin, coach, Alison Smith, Christie Silveira, Jen Stone, Kristin Hile, Shannon Slater, Cindy Whiting, Danielle Shevalier, Kim Lane, Kerry Hutchinson, Bridget Burstein, Jen DiMarzio, Rachel Young.
Though they worked hard, the Girls’ Cross Country Team finished a disappointing 2-6. Co-captains Beth Phaneuf and Michelle Macolini led the team. Top scorers were Erin Powers, Beth Phaneuf, Michelle Macolini and Jill Weigold.

The boys team, led by Steve Hughes, Mike Murphy, Sean Jennings and Bret Roy, was very competitive. Steve Hughes cracked the course record. Top scorers were Steve Hughes, Brian Hughes, Joe Bachand, Pat Monahan and Kevin Bowbridge.


1- At the starting line, B-R Boys go up against Silver Lake.
2- Jen DeDominici & Kaitlin Kerrigan round the corner at the mile mark.

3- Mike Murphy leads the pack against Silver Lake.
4- Brothers Chandler and Keith Ruehrwein round the corner in the 2.95 mile course.

Team Picture (right): Front l-r: Kevin Bowbridge, Mark Podzon, Sean Jennings, Mike Murphy, Steve Hughes, Bret Roy, Chris Ruehrwein, Keith Ruehrwein. Back l-r: Kasey Costa, Scott Kraehanzel, Wil Nisby, Pat Monahan, Peter Riordan, Joe Bachand, Chuck LoPresti, Matt Oroz, Chandler Ruehrwein, Brian Parry, Jason Farrell.
greatly improved Girls' Winter Track team fought its way to a 3-3 season. This year's team was the largest ever with more
pit. Co-capt. Kristen Barry set a new school record in the hurdles and tied the record in the high jump. The 4X1 relay team
to set a new school record.
Co-capt. J. Titcomb, K. Krikorian, A. Smith & M. Courcy set a newschool record in the 4x1 relay.
J. Cabral, B. Phaneuf, A. Ferrari, J. Goveia & S. Michael start off in the 1,000.
The Girls' Winter Track team picture.

Coached by Mr. Manning and captained by Brian Davies, Brian
arms and Mike Murphy the Boys' Winter Track team produced
3-3 record, Brian Hermes in the 300 yd. and Steve Hughes in
the 1 mile qualified for the State Meet. Working together,
practicing harder and organizing better has left this team with
something to build on next year.

- John Sullivan sprints to a strong finish in the 300.
- Adam Quinty takes a leap of faith over the hurdles.
- Pulling ahead of the opposition, Chris Leahy comes in across the
finish line in the 1000.
- Running hard, Steve Hughes wins the mile.
- Boys' Winter Track team picture.
The Boys' Basketball team enjoyed a spectacular season with an overall won-lost record of 18-8 to become OCL Co-Champions. This performance won the team the right to compete in the MIAA tournament. The team defeated Xaverian 52-51 and Newton South 63-58 to advance to the SouthSectional Semi Finals. Sadly, B-R lost in a hard fought game against Durfee. Throughout the season, the boys played hard and practiced hard. Coached by Mr. Fisher and Mr. Kearney, they distinguished themselves on the court. Tim Bollin was voted MVP of the OCL.

1- A fiercely competitive Matt Hammond dribbles upcourt past Durfee defender Jeff Caron.

2-Jamie Smith cuts to the basket for a power rebound.

3-Showing intense concentration, Tim Bollin prepares to shoot a clutch free throw.

4-Giving a quick upfake, Greg McNally gets by his defender to score a basket.
Matt Hammond, Joe Rich and Tim Bollin were OCL All Stars. The Taunton Gazette named all three players to its All Star team; the Brockton Enterprise nominated Tim Bollin to its All Star team. In addition to these players, Coach Fisher considered Seniors Mitch Zides, Jon Harper, and Jamie Smith crucial. Also important were Juniors Luke Bisio, Dan Burstein and Greg McNally.

Next year Mr. Fisher expects as good a season with a very exciting, smaller team.
The B-R Girls’ Basketball team had an outstanding season. For the second year in a row the team won the Old Colony League championship, a title they have held for five of the past six years. The team finished their year with a 15-1 league record and a 15-3 season overall. In postseason competition, the Lady Trojans won the first MIAA tournament against New Bedford in OT 52-50. With one day off they were back on the court to defeat Latin Academy 52-45. The went on to defeat the formidable Norwell team in OT 50-49. This talented team, however, was unable to defeat Stoughton, losing a heartbreaking game 54-45.

1- Fending off her opponents, League All Star Beth Richards looks for an opportunity to shoot the ball.
2-Tracey Ryan shows why she is the League’s MVP.
3-Determined to win, Liz Martin scrambles for the ball.
4-Showing her League All Star talent, Kerri Lynch drives toward the basket while fighting off an aggressive opponent.

Varsity Team Picture (right)
Sitting: Tri captains Kerri Lynch, Beth Richards and Tracey Ryan.
Kneeling: Mary Casabian, Jen Stone, Kris Hubbard, Liz Martin and Jen DiMarzio.
Standing: Coach Cunniff, Jaime Reardon, Danielle Shevaller, Missy Muise, Bridget Wynn and Kerry Hutchinson.
Although the team will lose four talented seniors: Tracy Ryan, Kerri Lynch, Beth Richards and Mary Casabian, talented Juniors, Sophomores and Freshmen are ready to step in. Juniors Jaime Reardon, Danielle Shevalier, Kerry Hutchinson and Kristian Hubbard are ready to carry the Lady Trojan basketball tradition. Talented underclassmen Liz Martin, Missy Muise, Jen one and Jen Dimarzio have a bright future. The 18 - 0 J-V team will only get better next year.
Wrestling

The B-R Wrestling Team enjoyed a very successful season. Coached by Mr. Holmes and captained by Dave Coles and Dave Maw, the team earned a 13-7 record. The team is young and gained a great deal of experience this year. Many starters are underclassmen who will pave the way for a bright future in wrestling. Future stars include John Ferrari, Eric Folmar, Brandon McElroy, Derek Lennon, Joey Podzon, Mike Crowley, Fred Maloney, Peter Reed, Peter Texeira and Pat Spano. Three wrestlers qualified for States: Peter Texeira, Eric Folmar and Dave Coles.

1- Using the double leg take down, Fred Maloney places his opponent on his back to earn an additional 3 points.
2- Pat Spano uses the tie up to set up his opponent for a take down.
3- John Ferrari pins his opponent with a headlock.
4- Derek Lennon pins his opponent in a half nelson.
5- Eric Folmar holds his opponent with a front head lock.
6- Brandon McElroy escapes from being held down.
7- At the beginning of his match Peter Texeira assumes the referee’s position.

Under Coach Goslin and Coach Grassl, the B-R Ice Hockey team skated to a 5-11-2 record. This young, experienced team believes it will do much better in the future. Its strength lies in its speed and fighting spirit. The will to win is strong. Three players earned recognition for their skill on the ice. Goalie Jared McKinnon was named OCL Sportsman of the Year. Center Joe Garofalo was nominated to the first team of the OCL All Stars and right wing Mark Haskell to the second team of the OCL All Stars.

1- Jared McKinnon prepares for a shot.
2- With his opponents closing in, Mark Haskell makes a pass.
3- Chris Vallerelli poses for a picture.
4- Victor LoPiccolo takes a moment to relax before practice.
5- Skating hard, Joe Garofalo goes after the puck.
6- Mason Harris covers his man.
7- Mike Crane passes off to a team mate.
8- Brian Rivers and Tom Roman face off.
9- In a strong defensive move, Billy Donnelly takes out his man in front of the net.

Team Picture:
1- B. Donnelly, M. Crane, J. Garofalo.
In 1992 the B-R baseball team had a disappointing season. Coach Holmes saw his squad go 6 and 13 in a rebuilding year. Led by senior captains Mike Donovan and John O'Connell, this team was powered by underclassmen. Brian Rivers led the pitching staff, and OCL All-Star Darin Souza led the infield. Dave Zukowski and Chris Leahy were outstanding both in the outfield and on the mound. With all this young talent, B-R should be a strong contender in '93.

1- B-R catcher Charlie Young stands in.
2- Dave Zukowski waits for the pitch.
3- Coach Holmes offers words of encouragement.
4- Darin Souza takes a big lead off first base.

5- Fireballing pitcher Brian Rivers launches the ball home.

**Team Picture (right):**
The up and coming B-R baseball team: Standing, left to right, Mike Ennis, Charlie Young, Brian Rivers, Darin Souza. Kneeling, left to right, Chris Leahy, Dave Zukowski, Jamie Smith, Chris Smith Adam Strojny.
The B-R Girls' Softball team coached by Mr. Dillon enjoyed an outstanding season. With a record of 13-6, the team placed second in the OCL and qualified for the State Tournament. Co-captains Kelly Stanton, Jen Botelho and Jeni Dyer led the team. Contributing greatly to the success of the season were key players Jen Botelho, Mary Casabian, Paula Lennon, Kelly Stanton, and Jessie Wise.

1-Preparing to run the bases, Kristen Lane eyes the batter.
2-Toughness is in every pitch by Paula Lennon.
3-Concentrating on the ball, Katie McCormack bears down.
4-Mary Casabian digs in.
5-Concerned, Coach Dillon looks on.

Team Picture (left)
Kneeling, left to right: Katie McCormack, Marianne Toohey, Jen Botelho, Kelly Stanton, Danielle Lind, Amy Nickerson, Mary Casabian.
Standing, left to right: Kristen Lane, Mary Maloney, Nicole Protz, Paula Lennon, Jessie Marie, Coach John Dillon.
Girls' Spring Track

Led by captains Amy Harman, Jessica Stewart, and Jonna Tufts, the 1992 spring season proved to be a success. Though we had a few tough defeats, the team improved greatly as the season progressed. The young team put their potential into action. The team finished fourth overall. The team was greatly supported by the efforts of Michelle Courcy, Christy Silveira, Erin Powers, and Kristen Barry.

1-Clearing the bar, Katie McMullen readies to land.
2-Kristen Dower puts her all into this discus throw.
3-Kristin Hile lands after her triple jump.
4-Joy Alexander positions herself to throw the discus.
5-Sarah Michaels takes off down the runway in the long jump.
6-Captured in mid-flight Karen Winger does her best in the long jump.

With the encouragement of their coach, Mr. Kearney, the Boys' Spring Track team displays its high energy and enthusiasm for their sport.

1- Al Adroneda takes off over the hurdles.
2- Pete Riordan leaps high over the hurdles.
3- Sprinting for the finish line is Mark Podzon.
4- Jay Urban leads the pack of hurdlers.
5- With a good start, Brian Hermes explodes out of the blocks.
6- Dave Pareigis runs hard for B-R.
7- Heading for the finish line, Mike Murphy shows his winning spirit.

Team Left: Row 1: Mr. Kearney, Jay Urban, Justin Moscardelli, Pat Manahan, Tim Nixon, Matt Benigni, Paul Rantelli, Dave Pareigis, Adam Quimby, Mr. Pacheco; Row 2: Johnny Chang, Brian Hermes, Pat Driscoll, Ryan Baker, Steve Hughes, Jeff Papopolio, David Coles, Sean Jennings, Keith Reuthwein, Dan Collins; Row 3: Jeremy Saccone, Aaron Pareigis, Joe Rich, Jason Mitchell, Matt Williams, Mark Ferris, Brian Hughes, Todd Costa, John Peters, Jeff Halloway, Brett Roy, Mike Murphy; Row 4: Ehren Hunt, Dwanne Quimby, Damian Tsika, Ian McKinnan, Mike Medeiros, Toby Osay, Jim Crilla, Pete Riordan, Allan Adroneda, Kevin Bowdrige, Scott Kryhanzen, John Butcher, Steve Mantana, Andy Firmin, Jamie Smith, Alex Prouty, Mark Podzon
The 1992 Girls' Tennis Team won the O. C. L. Championship under the leadership of Captains Melissa Narocki and Kristen Holmes.

Girls' Tennis Team (right):

Boys' Varsity Tennis Team (above) Top row, from left: Coach George Pimental, Mike Botelho, Jim Giovanoni, Ted Houghy, Dan Burstein, Josh Freeman, Chris Potter, Peter Murray, Mark Cyr, Eric Rogers Bottom Row: Jacob Edelstein, Sumit Bhulla, Tony Smeglin, Norman Pelletier, Kevin Hylan-der, David Noyes, Brian Auger

Boys JV Tennis Team (below right) Back row: Coach George Pimental, Jason Ohrenberger, Jon Oman, Jeff Porter, Jessie Krawiec, Brian Keane, Peter Karns, Chris Howe, Chris O'Brian, Justin Randazza, Andy McLellan, Chris Rheuwein, Scott Sharland, Nate Schultz, Jason Saccocia, Mike McGovern. Front Row: Bo Stevenson, Scott Jackubec, Andy Gentile, Mike Tatro, Mike Griffen, Kevin Cyr, Matthew Poison, Ryan Prophett, Brian Gear, Steve Souto

The B-R boys' tennis team finished the 1992 season with hard fought 9-9 record. Senior captain Josh Freeman led the to a 7-7 season. Senior Norm Pelletier played exceptionally well as the third singles player and had an impressive record of 12-1. Also playing well were Chris Potter at second single and the doubles teams of Jim Giovanoni and Dan Burstein, and Tony Smeglin and Ted Haughey. Five of seven starters will play on the 1993 team. Below left: Warming up, Ted Hough returns a forehand in a practice match. Below right: As a senior this year Amy Porter hopes to help win a 1993 championship
The B-R golf team finished the season at 5-6 this year. Considering past records this was disappointing. The team, led by junior Captain Jeff Palopoli and varsity team starters Mark Ferris, B.J. Tyszkiewicz, Mark Haskell, Peter Duffy, and Peter Karns, finished third in the OCL league meet this year.

1- Mark Haskell and B.J. Tyszkiewicz discuss the line of the putt.
2- Concentrating on his shot is Peter Duffy.
3- Looking over his line, is Chris O'Brien.
4- Fore! B.J. Tyszkiewicz tees off.
5- On the practice green are Jeff Palopoli and Mark Haskell.

Team Picture: Top Row: Coach George Pimental, Eric Rogers, Mark Ferris, Chris O'Brien, Mark Haskell, Pete Duffy, Jeff Palopoli, B.J. Tyszkiewicz, Peter Karns, Jim Giovanoni, Tom Rogers, and Jarrod Mackinnon.
Front Row: Adam Hamilton, James Timinck, Keith Gilchrist, Ryan Roy, Nate Baczek and Scott Sharland.
Gymnastics

The Gymnastics Team struggled this season. With only seven Seniors on the team the squad suffered from a lack of experience. Jessica Cipriani and Jen Kelley competed in all five gymnastics events; Beth Litzen competed in floor and beam; Nancy Neault competed on bar and Shanna Spillane on beam. Lisa Dennen and Amy Waterman contributed to the team effort on vault. Future stars in gymnastics are Emilia Dahlin, Jessica Gifford, Jen Mann, Kim Piersol, Melissa Bowers, Mercedes Dutzmann, Beth O’Connell, Kerry Roderick and Jen Kneeland. Jessica Cipriani and Jen Kelley qualified for the MIAA Girls’ Gymnastics Sectionals.

1-In a tumbling pass during her floor routine, Jen Kelley completes a roundoff backhandspring back tuck.
2-Jamie Camacho takes a breath before continuing her floor routine.
3-After completing a roundoff backflip, Nancy Neault struggles to save the move.
4-On the beam, Beth Litzen demonstrates flexibility in a bridge.
5-In a graceful pose, Shanna Spillane performs a strength move.
6-Flying through the split leap on the beam
1. Kristen Lane and Chris Leahy are ready to distribute carnations on Valentine’s Day.
2. Guys Erik Moore and Tim Sullivan are surrounded by Dolls Kelly Moore, Heather Rich, Allyson Perron and Amy Porter.
3. Peter Riordan and Katie Sanderson play “Name That Organism” at the Regional Science Olympiad.
4. Students cast ballots on election day.
5. Ryan Prophett and Brian Day mount ski boots for the ski club.
6. Aimee Thomson and Kerry Oday mix pancake batter for the Junior Class.
7. Enthusiastic cheerleaders lead the B-R crowd in a show of school spirit.
Marching Band

The B-R Marching Band entertains during the half-time shows at football games and helps raise spirits for the pep rally. Yearly the band participates in the Abington Jamboree and almost always scores a superior rating. The band journeyed to Maryland to take part in the Annapolis Music Festival where it also received a superior rating. This year the band will travel to Disney World where it hopes to dazzle an international audience during its march through Epcot Center. The Concert Band is the plain clothes version of the Marching Band. It gives two concerts a year-- the Holiday Concert in December and a Spring Pops Concert in May.

The Marching Band

The Jazz Band

The Jazz Band is comprised of the cream of B-R's musicians. This cohesive group of musical artists performs the most intricate and difficult music in the department. The Jazz Band performs at concerts with the Concert Band and Chorus and at Jazz Festivals at Bridgewater State College.

Jazz Band:

Row 1: W. Harpootlian, A. Garvey, T. Hutchinson, J. Dye, M. Macrina.


Also under the direction of Mr. Peterson, the B-R Chorus is a significant part of the Music Department. The chorus performs at the Holiday concert and the Spring Pops Concert. Chorus members entertain at nursing homes and perform at the local junior high and middle school. The chorus also participates in all trips and appears in competitions.

Chorus Members:
Row 1: M. Reilly, R. Dicenso, M. McKenna, M. Moriello, B. Arruda, S. Michael, J. Moyer.

The Flag and Pom Squads

The Flag Squad acts as the color guard for the Marching Band. It goes on all band trips. The Pom Squad provides the spirit for the Marching Band's performances. Both these squads are integral members of the Marching Band. They add a great deal to the half time field shows and they provide school spirit during pep rallies.

Flag Squad Row 1: Becky Stone, Marybeth McDonough, Robin Steidenger.
Row 2: Danita Gelnert, Stacey Pagnani, Christine Manos, Andrea Marochino.

Pom Squad Row 1: Jess Hamel, Jen Kneeland, Tamsin Smith, Kelley Moore, Bethany Dearruda.
Row 2: Rebecca Nelson, Suzanne Keilher, Kelly Cronin, Patricia Casey, Andrea Dempsey.
Cheerleaders promote school spirit. At football and basketball games they inspire the crowd to show their support for the B-R players. Cheerleaders organize the Thanksgiving Rally. They also participate in competitions where they demonstrate the skills they work so hard to perfect.

Leading the crowd in a cheer, the B-R basketball cheerleaders raise school spirit by performing two extensions.

Left: Standing tall, Kelly Angelli is held up in an extension by Amy Reardon, Janell Holmes and Donna Napolitano.

Above Basketball Cheerleaders:
Row 1: Julie McKinnon, Danielle Buckley, Jessica Maree, Katie McMullen, Kerry Morast.
Row 2: Kim Lane, Anne Meyers, Jessica Long, Ker Tierney, Katie Wentworth, Rebecca Trent.
Row 3: Capts. Kristen Lane and Kerri Oday.

Left Football Cheerleaders:
Row 1: Donna Napolitano, Katie McMullen, Capt. Kristen Lane, Capt. Beth Ferrari, Vicki Hastings.
Row 2: Kim Blake, Danielle Buckley, Dawn Gouveia, Jane Holmes, Kerri Morast.
Row 3: Kerri Oday, Jessica Maree.
Class officers are the leaders of their class. They are responsible for planning activities and fundraising events. The success of their class's efforts to raise money and have fun depends on their hardwork and the hardwork of their fellow students.

**Senior Class Officers**
President, Kerri Krovitz; Vice-President, Kim Milbert; Secretary, Beth Ferrari; Treasurer, Erik Moore; Advisors: Mr. Capen and Mr. Kearney.

**Sophomore Class Officers**
President, Marissa Torney; Vice-President, Jeff DiMazzio; Secretary, Rene Stella; Treasurer, Jamie Petkunas; Advisor, Ms. E. Ferioli.

**Junior Class Officers**
Treasurer, Mark Santoro; Advisor, Ms. S. Kinney; Vice-President, Heather Clapp; President, Darin Souza. Not pictured: Secretary, Britt Erikson.

**Freshman Class Officers**
Seated: Secretary, Megan Ohrenburger; Vice-President, Sarah Clapp; Standing: President, Chuck LoPresti; Advisor, Ms. C. Farrington. Not pictured: Treasurer, Lisa Langone.
The Foreign Language Club with Mr. Diaz as advisor planned several trips. A group of about twenty students spent a weekend touring Montreux. During February vacation six students spent the week on Margarita Island, observing a different culture. Forty students went to the Museum of Fine Arts ending the day with lunch at Fanueil Hall. Besides trips the club also had a fiesta. Students brought in various Spanish dishes. Administrators and faculty were treated to international cuisine.

Top candy salesperson Paula Lennon shows how she financed her trip to Margarita by selling a candy bar to Theresa Hicks.

Group Picture: Mr. Diaz is surrounded by the many interested students in the Foreign Language Club.

The F.T.A. is comprised of a group of students who are interested in helping others. These students have conducted two food drives for area shelters. The students hope to tour New York University’s School of Education.

FTA Members:
Seated: Michelle Gawle, Susana Sousa, Marie Sullivan, Becky Stone, Heather Frazel and Paula Anderson.
Standing: Brenda Micheli, Kerry Delorey, Amy Pierson, Stephanie Thompson, Tamika Correia, Kim DeCost, Tira Harden, Advisor Mr. Capen.

Taking a break from planning a food drive are FTA members Gianna Tiliakos, Tamika Correia, Michelle Gawle, Julia Marchisio, Kerry Delorey, Nico Protz and Amy Pierson.
The Math Team was advised by Mr. Moscardelli. Unlike past highly successful years, the team had a disappointing season. The team failed to qualify for the Championship Tournament. Members attribute their poor showing to a lack of members at some meets. Senior members of the team were Kristen Magnifico, Johnny Chang, Mike Murphy, Katherine Finucci and Steve MacDonald.

Math Team Members:

Seated: Robin Steidinger, Kristen Magnifico, Elisa Freeman and Katherine Finucci.

Standing: Brian Fealy, Stanley Gill, Jason Ohrenberger, Matt Poisson, Steve MacDonald, Johnny Chang and Mike Murphy.

The National Honor Society is advised by Mr. Manning. Its officers are President, Mike Murphy, Secretary, Monica Coyne, Treasurer, Erik Moore. Society members volunteer to tutor students in academic subjects. Members also raise money for charity by working in a telethon. In addition members act as ushers at graduation and help parents find rooms during parent conferences.

National Honor Society Members:

Row 1: Monica Coyne, Mike Murphy, Bret Roy.
Row 2: Advisor Mr. Manning, Jay Petkunas, Colleen Fraser, Amy Quist.
Row 3: Mike Crane, Donna Roberson, Katherine Finucci, Steve MacDonald.
Not Pictured: Ted Haughey, Erik Moore and John Sullivan.
On February 6, 1993, the Junior class sponsored a pancake breakfast to raise money for upcoming class activities. With the help of area businesses--Roche Bros. and McDonald's--and parents, all the food and paper goods were donated.

Members of the Junior Class prepared and served pancakes, syrup, sausages, and muffins from early in the morning until noon. Breakfast goers braved snowy weather to come to B-R to make for a successful turnout. The Junior Class made just under fifteen hundred dollars which will help defray the cost of prom tickets. President Da Souza stated, "We are very lucky that our class had so many volunteers. It took a lot of work out of a lot of people, but the fundraiser turned out really well."

Providing service with a smile, Becky Stone, Suzanne Kelliher and Patty Casey prepare breakfast platters.

Chef Wade Harpootlian expertly grills English muffins for the breakfast crowd.

Elisa Freeman and Jared Holmes perfect their pancake flipping techniques.

Above: Mark Haskell and Jeff Palopoli support their class fundraiser and enjoy a delicious pancake breakfast.

Right: Working together, Rachel Revel and Kerry Hutchinson mix up batches of pancake batter.

Knowing he planned a successful fundraiser, class president Da Souza proudly pours orange juice.
This year the Drama class, under the direction of Mr. de Castro, as performed in and observed a numerous variety of plays. Earlier this year the class went to see Pal Joey, a musical about a womanizer trying to make it as a club owner. The class also saw A Long Day's Journey into Night, a much more serious play about a dysfunctional family in the early twentieth century. Before each performance a spokeswoman from the Huntington Theater came and spoke to the class about the production.

The Drama class also performed two plays. Help, is a comedy about a man trying to commit suicide in an amusement park. The class also went to the Boston Globe drama competition. Theoup performed the third act of Arthur Miller's The Crucible and brought back three All Star cast awards. These awards were won by Britt Erikson, Chris Leahy and Scott Pitta. The Drama class hopes to continue to grow and develop closer ties to the theater.
Student Government activities allow students to participate in the democratic process. Students file nomination papers and run a campaign for office. Students can go to the polls during a study or free period to cast their votes for the candidate of their choice.

Dr. Hilton checks names as students register to vote.

Erik Moore and Heather Clapp represent students on the B-R School Improvement Council.

Kerri Krovitz and Heather Clapp, delegates to the State Student Advisory Council, meet monthly with the Department of Education to discuss student needs and concerns.

The Student School Committee Advisory Council presents the students' point of view at School Committee meetings. Members of this committee are:

Row 1: Kristen Lane, Heather Clapp
Row 2: Beth Ferrari, Advisor Mr. Peabody, Chris Leahy and Erik Moore.
The B-R Student Council advised by Ms. Paterna is made up of students: Matt Benigni, Heather Clapp, Beth Ferrari, Kristin Lane, Kerri Krovitz, Chris Leahy, Erik Moore, Kerri Oday and Marissa Torney. The Council sells candy canes at Christmas to benefit Toys for Tots. The popular Valentine’s Dayarnation sale raises money for school improvement projects like new curtains for the stage. The annual blood drive helps the Red Cross provide blood to hospitals for transfusions.

Left: A smiling Mr. Harrington receives a flower delivered by Heather Clapp.

Right: Holding cards and flowers, the delivery team of Sharon Dors, Geoff Dolan, Lisa Dennen and Mark Donovan start off on their Valentine deliveries.

These pictures below illustrate the five steps a student must take to donate blood.

The first step in giving blood: Brian Jeanes fills out a form giving his medical history.

The second step: Melissa McKenna has her blood pressure taken by a Red Cross volunteer.

The third step: Talen Carvalho and Aaron Pareigis wait for the chance to donate blood.

Left: The fourth step: Tim Sullivan gives blood.

Right: The final step: Student council member Erik Moore serves juice, crackers and chiparoos to blood donors Donna Roberson and Rich Cataloni.
The Ski Club, under the leadership of Mr. Heaslip and Mr. Moscardelli, is B-R’s largest and most popular club. Members of the ski club can take lessons at Blue Hills during the week. Members may sign up for 12 weekend day trips to a variety of ski resorts in New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont.

Far Right: Bruce Palombo and Shawn Twomey stack skis and boots.

Right: B-R students get ready for a ski lesson at Blue Hills.

Below: Kim Sutherland and Heather Rezendes enjoy a day on the slopes.

Ski Club members gather together for a picture with Mr. Heaslip.
These trips fill up fast with students eager to hit the slopes. The club also provides rental equipment to fit any size skier who wishes to try the sport. A yearly fundraiser of candy sales allows students to earn free trips.

Ski Club

Jillian Resmini, Jillian Bozza, Karen Kelly, Cara Kusmiski, Beth Manning, Jen Abrah and Christina Caffelle wait for the ski lift to take them to the top of the intermediate slope.

Club advisors, Mr. Moscardelli and Mr. Heaslip look ready to swoop down the slopes.

Trying an alternative method of getting downhill, Ron Lembo practices his snowboarding technique.

Jake Edelstein and Jon Hagløf work hard at organizing and caring for Ski Club equipment.

Taking a picture are some of the most active members of the Ski Club:

Row 1: Sean Twomey, Mike McGovern and Rob Anderson.
Row 2: Pat Driscoll, Jake Edelstein and Jason Ohrenberger.
Row 3: Ryan Prophett, Jon Hagløf, Brian Day, Kevin Cyr and Bruce Palombo.
If you enjoy taking pictures, then the Photography Club is the place to be. Each year this small club gets the opportunity to take pictures, experiment with the camera, improve skills and work in the dark room. For many members belonging to the club means the chance to work for the school newspaper, the yearbook and other projects such as the annual photo contest.

Most students who join the club come to learn about the art and production of pictures. Yet this club is also a great place to expand their knowledge of photography.


SADD stands for Students Against Driving Drunk. The club members run several activities to make students aware of the danger of drunk driving and to remind them never to drink and drive. During the holiday season, members tie red ribbons to cars in the school parking lot. April is SADD awareness month. SADD members plan a Chain of Life; during the prom season SADD members plan another ribbon campaign. Particularly active members of the club were Rebecca Trent, Julie Sorgman and Michelle Macedo.

SADD Members:
The World Affairs Club spent much of this year trying to raise money to pay for club activities. Selected club members participated in the Harvard Model U.N. and the Harvard Model Congress. These activities help students develop an interest and awareness in government and current events.

Marty Boyden shows his amazement and delight when Johnny Chang, Ehren Hunt and Aaron Pareigis show him the World Affairs T-shirt with its clever caricatures of Mr. Holmes, Mr. Cheverfils, Mr. Manning, Mr. Harrington, Mr. Phaneuf and Mrs. Sprosty. T-shirt sales will help World Affairs club members finance a trip to the U.N.

World Affairs Club Members:
Row 1: Aaron Pareigis, Johnny Chang, Wade Harpootlian, Mary Beth King, Joanne Kalbaba, Kristen Magnifico.
Row 2: Greg Antine, Matt Macolini, Rich Goldstein, Brian Keane, Ted Hutchinson, Sara Clapp, Rebecca Trolloar.
Guys and Dolls

The dates were March 13, 14 and 15th; the show of shows was *Guys and Dolls*. This musical production provided many memories for the cast and set crew.

On stage Nathan Detroit kept the audience rolling with laughter with his witty comebacks and constant attempts to fool Miss Adelaide, his fiancée of fifteen years.

Miss Adelaide lead the singing and dancing Hot Box Girls while making herself into hypochondriac in her attempts to get Nathan to the altar.
Detroit's sidekicks Benny Southstreet and Nicely-Nicely Johnson constantly attempted to bail their leader out of trouble. Meanwhile Sky Masterson, gambler extraordinaire, and Miss Sarah, urban missionary, provided the show's insight into the more dramatic aspects of romance.

Behind the scenes, director Annie Britton was the glue that held the production together with the help of Mr. Jack Phaneuf, Mrs. Lisa White and Mr. Paul Peterson, the director, cast and crew pulled off a show no one thought could be done. Great job Guys and Dolls!

Cast (In Order of Appearance)

Nicely-Nicely Johnson .................................................. Daniel Bacon
Benny Southstreet ..................................................... Evan James
Rusty Charlie ............................................................... Jon Handricken
Sarah Brown ............................................................... Linda Veenpere
Arvide Abernathy ........................................................ Aaron B. Pareigis
Byron the Bookie .......................................................... Tom Learned
Harry the Horse ............................................................ Ehren Q. Hunt
Lt. Brannigan ............................................................... Wade Harpootlian
Nathan Detroit ............................................................. Erik Moore
Miss Adelaide .............................................................. Britt Erikson
Sky Masterson .............................................................. Timothev Sullivan
Brandy Bottle Bates ...................................................... Joe Meserve
Society Max ................................................................. Jamie Jones
Liver Lips Louie ............................................................ John Dye
General Matilda B. Cartwright ......................................... Amy Harman
Big Jule ........................................................................... Paul Baldi

Finally getting her guy, Miss Adelaide plans to marry the Man Today.

After falling for the virtuous Sarah, Sky Masterson discovers he's never been in love before.

Above: A Mission Band member tries to convince Rusty Charlie, Nicely-Nicely Johnson, Benny Southstreet and Lt. Brannigan to "Follow the Fold."

Left: Nathan Detroit believes, "If you see a guy reach for stars in the sky, you can bet he'll be doing it for some doll."
This year Mr. deCastro retired as adviser to the Yearbook. His position was taken over by Ms. McGuire and Ms. Burton.

Working hard to produce the yearbook were students in the Journalism class and interested Seniors who met after school.

Room 235 has been a very busy place as students met to not only choose pictures but also to design page layouts. Wracking their brains for inspiration and imagination, students devised interesting captions and wrote text. Students also typed Senior messages into the computer, proofread copy and checked spelling.

The 1993 Unitas Staff:
Row 1: Rebecca Trent, Julie Sorgman, Bethany Clemmey, Kelly Moore, Hillary Wright, Michelle Drislane, Kristen Magnifico, Susan Taylor, Saundra Ciulla;
Row 2: Ms. McGuire, Kim Blake, Sheila Murray, Joanne Flaherty, Jannine Flannagan, Danielle Kiernan, Val Ferreira, Marty Boyden, Ms. Burton;

Checking carefully through dozens of photographs, Kim Milbert and Kerri Krovitz try to choose pictures that will reflect the diversity of students and activities at B-R.

Selling ads and yearbooks was crucial to a successful publication. Hardworking and enthusiastic salespeople like Danielle Kiernan, Val Ferreira, Dave Pareigis and Janine Flanagan helped us to meet our financial obligations.
Introducing the Yearbook was only one aspect of the job. Equally important was raising money to pay for the Yearbook's publication. Students went out into the community to find sponsors and advertisers. They also sold yearbooks to students and faculty members to raise sufficient money to meet expenses. All in all, many people contributed to a great effort to produce a book that will provide memories of 1993 for years to come.

Above: Ms. McGuire and Ms. Burton plot yearbook strategy.

Right: Jon Harper, Heather Clapp, Gretchen Schwenzfeier, and Carren Lackiewicz work together designing a page layout.

Below: Julie Sorgman types Senior messages into the computer.

Right: Val Ferreira, Sue Taylor, Kristen Magnifico Saundra Ciulla and Michelle Macedo go through pictures to find people and events that have not yet been featured in the yearbook.

It is hard to come up with great ideas for text! Often working together can help. Brainstorming to help the flow of ideas, Janine Flanagan, Danielle Kiernan and Kristen Barlow try to find the right words to describe that special moment.
The Regional Sound provides information and entertainment for the students of B-R. The editorials, school news, sports, entertainment and literary page are all aimed at the interests of high school students.

The Regional Sound is produced by students. The business managers fundraise and sell advertising space to pay for publication. Contributors write articles, photograph school events, draw pictures and review movies and music. The editors decide on the articles for each issue and begin layout. The newspaper is put together during layout. Articles are typed into a word processing program on a Macintosh computer. Using the Pagemaker desk top publishing program, these articles are arranged on pages and sent to the printers.

Finally the Regional Sound is ready for circulation. The paper is distributed to students who read it front page to back page. Their interest is the reward for all the hard work put into making the paper possible.

Under the direction of Mr. Lennon, the Weightlifting Club is an informal group of students who meet three times a week after school to body build and weight train. Some students workout for their own enjoyment, others come to the weightroom to help their performance in a particular sport. All students are welcome.

Weightlifting Club

Above: In a show of strength, Dave Maw pumps out the reps.
Left: Julie Titcomb smiles as she prepares for Spring Track.

Left: A smiling Justin Pike gets ready for the ladies at the beach.
Right: Dave Coles shows the gritty determination and strength that made him a great B-R wrestler.

Right: Showing his interest in strength building and conditioning, Joe Podzon does dips.

Left: Mr. Lennon finds himself surrounded by Dave Coles, Derek Lennon, and Justin Pike, proud alumni of the Weightlifting Club.
SUN stands for Students Unified for Nature. The club advisor is Dr. Chuckran. Club officers are President: Sue Vogel, Vice President Dave Pareigis and Treasurer Johnny Chang. This year the B-R club in conjunction with the BSC SUN helped clean up Carver Pond. SUN is also working on a recycling program for the school.

SUN Members
Seated: Amy Nickerson, Beth Litzen, Rebecda Trent, Jessica Cipriani, Sue Vogel, Marie Sullivan, Kristy Costa.

Standing: Dr. David Chuckran, Dave Pareigis, Katherine Finucci, Johnny Chang, Peter Riordan, Jason Ohrenberger, David Zukowski, Bill Lewis, Brian Campbell, Felicia Zusman.

The Science Bowl team was coached by Ms. Calef and captained by Mike Murphy. The team surprised itself in its first National Science Foundation Science Bowl appearance. The team defeated Hopkington and Oliver Ames to place third in its division. Competitors answered questions from several science areas in fast paced rounds. After learning from experience this year next year’s team is expected to be even better.

Left: Concentrating intently on the competition, Katherine Finucci, Mike Murphy, Johnny Chang and Ehren Hunt weigh possible answers before ringing in with the correct response.

Wearing their special B-R Science Bowl T-shirts team members Johnny Chang, Katherine Finucci, Wendy Estes, Ehren Hunt Mike Murphy and Coach Ms. Calef, prepare to enter the competition.
Each year Johnson and Johnson Orthopedics allows eight top physics students to participate in a special eight week program designed to teach them first-hand about the field of engineering. Students who are either Juniors or Seniors designed and built an artificial kneecap.

Students participating in the Johnson and Johnson Program:

Row 1: Caroline Latimer, Sean McClory and Felicia Zusman.

Row 2: Chris Potter, Ted Haughey, Julie Titcomb, John Peters and Wendy Estes.

The Science Olympiad consists of three events which change with every meet. The events range from Bio Lab to Ridge Building. B-R had an outstanding Olympiad finishing second after a slow start.

Far Left: First place finishers, Matt Macolino and Johnny Chang work out the final calculations of a centripetal force lab in the event called "Physics Lab."

Left: Felicia Zusman and Wendy Estes put the finishing touches on their first place car in the event called the "Scrambler" at the Regional Science Olympiad.

Right: Brian Fealy, Jason Ohrenberger, Mike Cruza answer questions on contours and elevation for the Topography event.

Left: Katherine Finucci identifies parts of the body in a Human Physiology event.

Mary Elizabeth Sargent smiles while she competes in the Topography event.
Without the support of many generous businesses, parents, relatives, teachers and friends, this yearbook could not have been produced. On these pages we list those who helped subsidize the yearbook and those businesses who bought ads. We thank you all for your generosity!

**BENEFACTORS**
- Mr. and Mrs. Michael Botelho
- Carol Burton
- Mr. and Mrs. Clemmey
- Mr. and Mrs. Everett Chadwick
- Chuck and Joyce Dennen
- Richard and Lynette Drislane
- Cheryl Farrington
- Herrmann Insurance Agency
- Diane McGuire

**PATRONS**
- Virginia Ames
- Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Cardello
- Edward and Joan Casabian
- Stephen N. Catino
- Mr. and Mrs. William J. Donnelly, Jr.
- Jeanne Dyer
- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farry
- Mr. and Mrs. Francis Ferioli
- Mr. and Mrs. Edward Flanagan
- Laura Flanagan
- The Food Truck
- Larry and Anne Marie Fraser
- Steve and Cheryl McDuffy
- The Neault Family
- Mme. Oliver
- Ms. Kathy O'Toole
- Alan and Dale Perron
- Larry and Merri Raleigh
- The Wright Family
Our Supporters

reflect a caring community

SPONSORS

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ajemian
Frank R. Almeida
Ken and Mary Bollin
Bristol County Animal Clinic
Betsy Bushnell
Collins Family
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Costa
Joe and Margie Cruz
Ed Cunningham
Warren and Michele Dahlin
The DeCost Family
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Fisher
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Giovannini
Linda Green
Mr. and Mrs. John Harper
Mike Heafey
Ms. Louise R. Home
John and Margaret Howard

Joe and Mary Kelle
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Litzen
Paul and Mary Lucius
Joanne and Bob McGuire
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Neault
Mr. and Mrs. John Oday
The Poulin Family
Donald and Karen Randall
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Rice
Cynthia Schwenzeifer
Sylvia Slater
Richard Slavich
Mrs. Kathleen Swann
Walt and Sue Swenson
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Tarentino
Ms. Betty Tormey
Mr. and Mrs. William Tripp
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Zukowski

FRIENDS

José Almada
Norma and Richard Andreucci
Diane E. Bognar
Susan Bottcher
Werner and Grace Burstein
Phil Capen
Mary Coles
Copp Family
Elaine Costa
Skip and Chris Crossman
The Cruckshank Family
Michael P. Dibenedetto
Peter and Marcia Dubee
Ginny Ennis
Four Anonymous Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Grivois
George and Maureen Hutchinson
Harold and Nadine Jaspon
E. Joyce
The Martins
David Maw
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McGrath
Ken McLellan
Mario Micheli
Michael Monaghan
Phyllis O'Conner

Maureen Paparazzo
Dolores Paterna
Terry and Bud Penney
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Pino
Suzanne Pires
Bevalie Prosper
The Roberson Family
Joseph A. Russo
Joseph and Jean Ryan
Tanya Ryan
The Sargent Family
Peter G. Seddon
Barbara Senna
Beverly Shalginewicz
Yvonne Sherwood
Mr. and Mrs. Normand Snow
Gloria J. Stanton
Joyce Stella
John and Kathy Sullivan
Valerie Sylvester
Bobbi Tocci
Steve and Bonnie Tousignant
Mr. and Mrs. James Trojan
Mr. and Mrs. Velardi
Eileen Wells
Gay Yelle
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF '93
Doug and Nadine Bradshaw and Associates
(508) 823-3434
Carol Daiker's
Flowers
(508) 697-9498
Designed Especially For You
Carol Daiker, Owner
32 CENTRAL SQUARE
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324

GOOD LUCK CLASS OF '93:
BRIDGEWATER CAMERA
Cameras & Photographic Supplies
Portrait Studio
John H. Cummings 15 Central Square
President Bridgewater, MA 02324

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
Pizza Half Price
Eat in
LUNCH SPECIALS Start at $2.95
TONY'S CANTINA
39 Broad St., Bridgewater
To Go Available 697-1433

Dorr's Stationary Store
43 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA 02324
(508) 697-2433 -- (508) 697-2483
1-800-649-0455 -- Fax 508-697-1653
Office Furniture & Supplies - Drafting
& Art Supplies - School Supplies

TRAVEL AGENTS
INTERNATIONAL

634 Broadway Rte. 138
Raynham, MA 02767

(508) 824-1404
FAX (508) 824-1167
(800) 828-6938

Each office independently owned and operated.
Need help with tuition? Education Loans for students and parents are now available. Stafford Loan, SLS-Supplemental Loans for students and Plus-Parent Loan program. Call customer services for information or application at 1-800-642-7515.

Citizens Federal
K-MART PLAZA
Route 44, Raynham, MA 823-4571
A Simple Lesson in Financing an Education

BEST WISHES
TO THE
CLASS OF 1993

CAMPANELLI COMPANIES
1 Campanelli Drive
Braintree, MA 02184
JUL
MICHAEL J. LEAHY, CPA
JENNINGS, CODY & LEAHY
Certified Public Accountants
61 WANTON STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
1-800-744-6033

61 WINTHROP STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
1-800-744-6033

SOLD:
Ned Vaughan
and Judi Bruno
Owners* Brokers*
REALTORS
CALL 880-2990

SOARES SANITATION PUMPING, INC.
285 THRAASHER STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780-1505

BOB SOARES
(508) 824-8370

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1993

BRISTOL COUNTY SAVINGS BANK
"At the Sign of the Clock"
35 Broadway • Taunton, Massachusetts 02780

Prime Time
Serving:
Taunton
Raynham
Rehoboth

Member
FDIC / DIFM
P. BURKE FOUNTAIN
Attorney at Law

FAB FLOORS
Call 508-991-8815
Ask for Dave or Jeff
Professional Installation
Sanding and Refinishing
All Work fully Guaranteed-Insured
Make Your Hardwood Floors Look New
with a BVC: Buff Vacuum Coat

RICHARD J. NELLIGAN
President

ARABASZ & MORRIS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Raymond E. Arabasz
Wesley A. Morris
Helene Horn Figman
Richard C. Seibert
Of Counsel

697-7619

NO CHARGE FOR INITIAL CONSULTATION
ACCIDENT & PERSONAL INJURY CASES
FEE CHARGED ONLY UPON RECOVERY

General Practice of Law
Criminal Matters "Personal
Injury * Divorce*Real Estate *
Wills * Civil Litigation* Estates
* Employment and Sex
Discrimination* Automobile
Accidents * Contracts *
Workers’ Compensation

25 CENTRAL SQUARE
BRIDGEWATER
AMERICA'S ATTIC
221 WEST CENTER STREET
WEST BRODGEWATER, MA 02376
WE BUY ALMOST ANYTHING OLD
508-534-5281

We are Proud To Support
Bridgewater-Raynham
High School

Compliments of
COLETTIS MARKET
470 NORTH MAIN ST.
RAYNHAM, MA
02767

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF 1993